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Help stamp out
blue people

Focus on Jerrold Paralog PlusTM
Coloraxial Antennas

for true color

Jerrold Paralog Plus Anten-
nas show a definite improvement
in the sharpness, fidelity and color
stability of the image on any TV
set. Sharp directivity, uniform re-
sponse and perfect matching see
to that! And the rugged construc-
tion insures that the quality stays

high-not for months-but for
years. It's the high -gain Coloraxial
antenna for people who insist on
VHF and FM reception-without
compromise. And there are seven
models to choose from.

The Paralog Plus is one of a
complete spectrum of problem-

solVing Jerrold TV reception
aids-Pathfinder, VUfinder and
Colorpeak antennas... Powermate
pre -amplifiers, amplified -couplers
and splitters ... Coloraxial cable,
wall outlets and wall plates. See
your Jerrold distributor today.
Catalog available on request.

JE111011)
Focusing on one thing-

better reception

... for more details circle 102 on postcard
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COMPLETE MANUFACTURER S' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

SCHEMATIC NO. SCHEMATIC NO.

AIRLINE 1100 MAGNAVOX 1103
Color TV Model G1-11-8247A,57A Color TV Chassis 1920 Series

CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC 1101 PHILCO 1099
TV Chassis M649 TV Chassis 1 7C21,A,V,AV

CORONADO 1102 RCA VICTOR 1104
TV Model TV 21-9367A TV Chassis KCS165 Series

ontIT41ICI OUST

M.
Oft TIM FUNCTION

PIN 111111121

44 1 I 9 SO II II

VI 510:11 to. D... 0* alin 1. 1,11. NOR In a sa
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vw. ow.
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SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

YHsLO
PART NO

C4I - 240/240/160/SW/200v 8+ filter (17(21 .6 21A) 30.2601-33
240/240/160/SA1/200v B.- filter (17(2IV & 21AV) 30-2601-49

DI - dual phase comp 34-8037-1
D2 - I N60( 2nd det 34.8022-6
1.1 - 180mh CRT cathode (17(21 & 21A) 32-4762- 7

18Ornh CRT cothode (17(21V & 21AV) . , 32-4902-10
L2 - 390mh video plate (17(21 & 21/1) . .. . 32-4762.11

39Ornh video plate ( I 7(21V & 21 AV) 32-4902-14
L3 -good sod det 32-4876-1
14 - sad IF 417(21 & 21 A) 32 4745.13

sna IFSi7L2IV & 2IAVI 32-4745-12
1.5 -4.5MHz trop and sod takeoff 32-4688-14
L7 - tuner cplg 32-4652-101
18 - 1st IF plate 32-4686-34
L9 - ch 6 beat video det 32-4645-7
110 - horiz stabilizer 32-4754-3
111 - RFC 60MHz dumper plate 32-4112-63
112 - 47 25MHz trap 32-4652-78
L13- 41 25MHz trap 32-4652-80
LIA - 1st grid pole 32.4652-79
115- 47 25MHz trap 32-4652-78
L16 - 40MHz choke video det 32 4837.1
117- video det cod 32-4652-79
118 - 2nd If plate 32-4652-78
1.19 - RFC 60MHz dormer cathode 32.4112.63
Ni - retrace suppress 30-6024-9
N2 - red integrator 30-6030-12
N3 - hoot osc 30-6057.1
N4 - phase comp 30-6035-2
R20 - 5 6K 3vr video plate 33-1363-39
RV1 - voristor 560v @ lOma vert out 33-1373-6
f 1 - 5 611 fusistor 33.1366-21

- audio output 32-10013-5
- filter choke 6 hy (17(21 &21A) 32-10010-10

filter choke 6 by (17C21V A 21AV) 32-10075-1
- hoot output 32.10008-8

V.O.T.vert output 32-10012.9
VR1 - 500K v size 2M v lin 60K H hold 33-5596-16
VR2 - 500K vol & on -011 sw 33-5619.22
VR3 -- 250K brightness 33.5619.21
VR4 - 15K controst 33-5619-20
VR5 - 135K vert hold 33-5619.23

Vlf trop ossy w/comp (module -A-) 38-10213
VII trap panel less/comp 27-10561.9
VII del asst' w/comp (module .8) 38-10214
yoke & tome ossy 76-12942-9
tuner UHF 11152B (all chassis) 76.13827.2
tuner VHF T1170 (17(21) 76-13978-1
tuner VHF 1116413(17(21A & 21AV) 76-13945.3
tuner VHF TTI64( (17(21 VI 76-13579-8

1351

MODULE T (4? 1511(1

1..,--t-r--.--' I

24 2

CIO -C38 L13

1- 61
II

141775 I 41775
C39

H
23::

31500
I

NC NC 39

1-- I

5%
C28

LT
1 T T 6 /1

bait
441

L J F)1-

833

NI

111(1 ARC
1+ IV 111 MAL
- 110516411

I ARC IPIT
I- II et SICIAL
- IV I/SICIAS)

111

1

180

641
VT

15K
4E111

151. LT

441

220

C26 R4

1500 6808

00/I MI 10115 PILOT LIM

ItC21 111/0 0111

11C214 111141  vSE
110218 TT164C QUIT

11C1141L TIINI

111 NMI 01254 OMIT

MODEL YIN 108E1

ALL 111521

It, est
se.

112

22

4000

rn 3111 iTe

46.,L _ _ 134 J
risr

L _331.

V2T VIT I

3005 5C.17

S 4 4 5

OF TOO = j
,st I WAR COAST 1.3911

S1

OFI-ol Ft.

01110_ 611

(Mt Of VIII
8(C1 160

501

we Rio

C410 C414
160110 240 ILF

2000 2000

33
10001 < 112

6804
R3

6808

C3

IS
v

501

443 '
C31 C29

3303 1500- 1500

442
Al

14

II

P

sON.0 09.301.

1 4 Volts p/p, 2 4 Volts p/p,
15,750 cps 60 cps (max
(max contrast) contrast)

77,
7 50 Volts p/p, 8 48 Volts p/p,

15,750 cps 60 cps

1514 Volts p/p,
15,750 cps

1611 Volts p'p,
15,750 cps

:1,44411

3 90 Vclts p/p, 4 80 Volts p/p,
15,750 cps 15,750 cps
(mar contrast)

5 80 Volts p/p, 6 50 Volts p p,
60 cps 60 cps

77,
9 60 Volts p/p, 10, Volts p p,

60 cps 0 cps

/

1099
PHILCO
TV Chassis
17C 2 1,A,V,AV

AUGUST  1967

111000 Volts p/p 1 "55 Volts p/p, 138 Volts p p
total, 180 Volts 60 cps 15,-50 cps
p/p, sawtooth,
60 cps

1745 Volts p/p, 18.1+ Volts p 1985 Volts p p,
15,750 cps 1+.-s0 cps 1,-50 cps

OSCILLOSCOPE WAVEFORMS

11V
1411 Volts p/p,

15,750 cps

These waveforms were taken with the receiver adjusted and 3 where contrast was at maximum. The voltages given are
for an approximate output of 4 V p/p at the video detector. approximate peak -to -peak values. The frequencies shown are
Voltage readings taken with raster just filling screen and all those of the waveforms...not the sweep rate of the oscilloscope.
controls set for normal picture viewing except for photos I, 2, All readings taken with Model PS127 Sencore Oscilloscope.
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C32
560
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1hr
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L

;1144
5 560

NODULE '1" (DETECTOR/

1300 LIE

1

12:-
-13,,

LII LIT is

832
2500E1

IP

1

163

1454
L

L9

4 5
(

3188 !
IC 110 I v TAKE 631

TRAP off
I

2 1.5 30- .1

1

1

1

1

or

434

4

r-77- sir
2 661184

1 40

,
fr

_1 C14

1°I

830

150

It

7 L,
i I

-4- C9

820
;RIO
>4111

21
9

M1
SOYA

I

-s-

Cl2
01

R9 MC R32
2 2 11 Ulf N21 33KfTilifist --"'

2009 1
ssrisocTsm sec MN 51111/50

KIT I CS
6006 1000

Vt
1/2 10118

CAM
ACC

424
15K

NIS
l'A')

IISS

IC18

1119

228

023
PIC

P

114

I/2 6C0IA
SYNC SEP

1116

633
1508

RII
391

1450

510

C11

680

431

INN

R25

22K

CI6
8200

finW ffiff - 1
L _ _ _ J

MEI

III

sauna
Else

M II

861

151

28

Fl
560 C43

680

100 Coe

2004
1401IF

118(11

1408

+1450

L6
390

834
3 38

R21

684

6

1150
821

+1451

1 828
1121I

2R2028K 82

'564
M'

64 VSK

II4

}
85

1

311 CONT.
T c,

L2 R26 NIT 2004
390

4 212° V2
1/210118

VIDEO

OUT

III

25r

012
3901

108 005 004 1

IF 6-
SI

_ _ _ z_ _
14 1504

21,y_AID

I 04/ t
-1200 681:14

51 -1
121q 0011

6)
110

I J

I

PNASE COMP

114 424

V9 42 04 VI 03 VS VT 00 96 CRT 921 VII
I

380E1 1011 6C480 4C56 12015 111/8 4E111 4E11 8001 128UP4
I

305 5118

2 1 5 4 5 3 4 4 3 12 I 4 5 1 5 4 5 1 I

1114 835
C35 C56 C37

I500

T-
11500

T1500

4

LYNf TUNER
5(E all OAF 005)

UMF tUNEI

R61

1131 -

I140v C24
0039

651 -1000 Lio
126 101 -..

CII
015

boos

C22 C23

68 390

1081
5%

151 2

VI
If 0/
NOR

OSC

_ 030
3900

000

s-,410

1131

1

C

TP

25r

10

-941

.F
440 1152

820 681

; 461101,

NOR HOLD

816.
4/8:

116

All
390(

849

01111

2 211

2N

VERT

LIN

r Tos-'

221

.(555555' *5555

20400 Volts p p, 2150 Volts p/p,
15,750 cps 15,750 cps

Inv

I C5 C4 1 86

11000
3300 150184 AU010

TO

L 1 012

180 UK

1115

221 r

V13
250s

181(101

Sr

Vs
1/211118 1

VERT

OSC

to

MIS

5001
VOL

992
2,5

NI/

1 'cok 1?
110

14/
330

s

2 81L _ _

426
82

221

1454

 1124 1+215 r1

826 1+10011 FOCUS

CT cis

SOUADAC

CRT

12E104 01
121001

MY

r

11

1IC21A A 11C2144

1018

C 1 1110(5 ARE NOT

NECNANICALLT

NitERCNAKEAILE

kg.

139
1500

+140V Ill

901

R29
821

-15V
C10

01

1254

CIS

1500

085
1351

VERT INV,

z , NOR D.68.01:10401

953

1/2 93981111

'5"
I

OUT(--
3300 tl

"

I 3.91 3300 112

ill 3 8_ !o- 1
86 C25

8001 220

NOR 1.10%
OSC

"DIN
401451
COLE

+1459

00
*840

C21

068 u
200V

)C13

033
400V

112I
1101

631 f 449
"

1001 8208

822
C33
041

654 850
211 41N

II II
N30

R55

221

831

tt-f-

VR1A
5000
VERT

SIZE

436
2.21

1.1

VS

1/21/.128
VERT.

OUT

Ivan

019
041

6004
1 891II

5601148
10 MA

1138

100
Ia

;1159
3 9

M25

N 0 Ito

+1409

460

910 4/I
1(3 119

141IREC RFC

IC44 (21

180
54V 13

3'1;5111116 80

te N 5 Cel
Cull loll

101

II

NV (MI

V(IT

TORE

00 10! NI WAN

V9

,52 300(1

DAMPER

CIO LII
R353022 RFC

3 31I 6009

1121
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1100
AIRLINE
Color TV Model
GHJ-8247A,57A

III 35V P -P
15,750%

16

11111111 10V P -P

11310 15,750%

F

INPUT

O

ELECTRONIC 1-7 rif VE=11 ArTECHNICIAN
AUGUST  1967
COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

I25V P -P

60%

17

9 V P -P

15,750%

7 201
SOUND TAKE -OFF

TRANS

R204
R236 L2I3 L2I2 1506
10K 3901 'BUN

4-14-4
C233

10
D 201

L 211

12011

-14.C"D 1204
'ST PIP IF GRID

TRANS

ADJ 47171&A'y
(TO VHF TUNER) 22491t216, 15K

SOUND

IREAJE0,C7

L201
4725 17

IM`0J240
0129
.18 I

SR224 R220 zC211
220K 100K 001

230V

TO vHF TUNER

265v

R103
50K

CG
3

r
NORM,

27334" "

12-8 1120,0 0

i° J237
u _J204

I C221 _R222
068 330K

*R2171
390K
/AA
R21,1

12212 R259

,2,3 47K

12213
O

2 904

O

100K

C220
0

L _

C228.I 5
41

R201
270

0201

6JC6
SOUND IF

ill- 4 5VP-P

15,750%

1202 V202
SOUND IF

TRANS 6HZ6
r IF--, SOUND DEMOD

5 C2076A 560
J

202 C203
01 820

C204

II

2

R203 8206
8 20 270

211 C212
01 01

'Sr

1203
SOUND DE7

TRANS

68

R205 8209
3.3K 4706

1ST PIP IF

7205 V204
IST IF PLATE 6JC6

TRANS 2ND FIX IF

18

1

DI

8219
3K I

C222 R2233,3 330
.._

17

fR221 ,... R227
47

C218-7- R225
ISO

001i
6.88

R260
1508

R2I5

2208

C215

T206
2ND PM IF PLATE

TRANS
D202

50V P -P

60 %

11 )/ P -P

60 %

O
950V P -P

15, 750%

II

230V P -P

15,750%

1S13)
90V P -P nr

15,750%
18- 5V P -P

1255, 07 V5

P

0 L
15,750%

TELEVISION WAVEFORMS

C 210
.0068

JGJ 12021

5740

10209 R207.0560K -
I

TUNER 8RKT 12-3047

0  400V GROUNDS wire-
J201

1

TO CHASSIS.
R./40V

e

NOTE USE LOW-CAPACITY PROBE
WHEN OBSERVING WAVEFORMS

12-12

O
30V P -P

15,750%

12

70V P -P
15, 750%
(EXPANDED)

130V P -P

5,750%

7103
1-

0'11

AuDIOTROUANTSPUTL 1(3 AUDIO OUT
6B05

--""'
1709 4'746

2 0

1, 9
SPEAKER TERM

Kv
2708

240V

'ff°
I

AY

12-10

R1300,177E5
VOLUME

L205 1216
4 5 MC TP201
TRAP

C236 ISO

8230 C234
128 240 C2391

C238 L206 56 t R235
39 uN 68K

R233

J211

02058
1/2 6GH8A

1ST VIDEO

C235

R231
10K

4,

R241 1180
27K

3IJ ,
225

I C231

001I474 I2K

2226
-

405V
V2054

V2 6GH8A
8131SYNC - AGC- CHROMA AMP

J218 15K,5*

R234
68 MEG

1214

60

J229,,
2217 I

R132
15K

SW

V2064
1/2 6GH8A

AG C

8261

12 MEG 7

R258 C240
150

R265 C241 R250
39K .0033 4 706
1M' N AA,

8251
8264 5.6
18K MEG

V2068
1/2 6GH8A

SYNC SEP

2232

8242
18K,I8

V2009
V2 6GF7A
VERT OSC R285 R287

4711 82K
2

C265
027 v.8.

I 0264 ( 1C272 _C r2701C273/Rv20i

wy.

220K
1 0015 0068 1_6801_680

VARIS

- - C277

4 01(47

2210

0_ J 1239
RISE SW101
330K NORM PUR. 5ERV

SWITCH

8263
L54,1*

- C250
47 V207

6FQ7
HOW OSC

TP20

8268
390K R270

560K
C251 8271

D203 12K

A,8 68

1--
C252

C244
00

.,222

R2;p7,3

1208

0,1209 2203 0 1238

C10313 
2

350v

R283
331

8284
150K

C 2 71
0022

8112,7506
VERT HOLD

3

9-5

C274
,

R286 R290

12270
8238 GNO
150

8 V P -P

15,750 'Is

13

9V P -P

3.58 ML

ioov
160V P -P

15,750%

v703E1

147K R727 4.7K

R737 "67 1/2 6GH8A1/2 6GH8A
KILLER t5OK

C 7d.13_

56 BURST AMP W
`274-1-.73.

R701 S J C745
12-11

I

120
, 0 18 25V2

iv tT
ICI 2719 0

-101720
R i33, IMEG

COLOR KILLER

R134
3 3K

DL101

DELAY LINE

V208A I

1/26GF7A 8243 1

VE217,76482

0

OUT00

120K

C

46728:

R289
3 3MEG 3

C267

1242

8291
IK

1365v
50, ISOV

1

2 210E5 2 7MEG 1-RI20
TO 5102-2

235 2234 150

2 R118

0117, 3.4 MEG
VERT LIN

508 WZGHT

223

405V
C 103C FiOi

25,250
441,1P FUSE

2 R1354,6K
rt TINT CONT
3 l Al 4.7 -

8136,120
-

1510

R137,3906
405V -or\ A.A.-

15-2

23
IS I

R1304,250K

1102
VERTICAL OUTPUT

TRANS

CII7
.001 
2KV 2

REO

ORR

BRIGHTNESS

PIN 7

BLR/WNT PIN 3
ORG

Pm 6
PM 5

EAR/GRI AN 1

PIN 4EAR/RED

YE

GRN/WNT

DRY/761

TO 5102

R127, 10
F GAN

//cv,,8ERT

CENT

047

0726
.01

12721

L5 -I3 R739, 10 MEGC

010
4- R757

I J733 220K

I 2734

I

J735 D702 0740
14 I

R754 Cl74

680 0 t.
L706 ,R57K55

C730

48

8.5V P -P

60%

O
I7V P -P

15,750%

IS WWI CD

120V P -P 140V P -P

60% 15,750%

24

300V P -P

15,750%

e
300V P -P

F5,750%

A

D

L709
47uN

1.001

TRANS.

C723

Y701 15
3.58MC

XTAL

873
I' I

R732 1C724

IJJ-350
47K 2-10

A
OSC.
40,1

405V

C722

8738
2.7 MEG

2728

22

120181

L 712

V705
126N7A

2ND VIDEO

2.28 2

j736 0 02730 .1731

CI19
22

MED

LO

SWI02
VIDEO PEAK

r

L.__

620UH

7 4
L70761
8 2K

C743
R7 K492222
2W

J770

0704A
I/2 6GH8A

358 MC OSC

C736 L

R743 L 704= 82 6 5

I

UN

476,I14 681.1.
3

12

C734 C735
01 - 12

9-7
9-8 IF1- 0,50V

9-6

CI260/40V

2

-C7T(.1),( .05

C121

0015

1( 4,

8139, 20
CONTRAST

IINORIZ FRED. VIO

.0015 .01 1206 Oniz OUTPuT
- C260 C261 E6A

L2086

C255 8275 R213 R107C262 R276
390 686

'680
80K 10 100

/ MEG
SINE

AVE

).180e 2 7R274 R256f 27K
R278

MEG I W

R262 R269
390K 220K

249

C253
820 R281

C2- 56 R279
820 Z 33K

826,14, JJ 28

RV 202 690

02223 1221 Q 0 01220

(n, 9-48105 9-1 400V
226
N4.4.- *3.4043

8106, 356
HORIZ HOLD

4. (?3f
9-3

8108
47

C104
1

R109
208
7)V

C106

130,64V

RII0
1.211

OW

RIII
128

DI01

FOCUS RECT.

RII3 RI15
66MEG 4.7 MEG

6K4v

1004 PIN TUBE
114

5 PIN 9 OF
"FOCUS" TO

FOCUS ADJ
TTIR05.6

7101
TRANS

vIO2
3A3A

H V REC7
C110 C,II

Iv; 46Kv

25KV

v103

CII5 6BK4B
8I2 3 8I24 .01 SHUNT REG

S6 MEG 75 MEG 1.KV IIIIW
SY.

RI25, 500K SPARK 1M26,IK
8122 . v. ADJ. GAP

4 IW L10

S

9

D102
BOOST RECT

01
C108 1 L4

2 130K ti 0 o +
130,2 5K

RII6
100K

88

FC

R121,10
HOR1Z

CENT

800V

405V

C112 1
068

C113

052.24

S GUM

C114
033
5%

L102

5 608

L103
NORIZ
EFF
COIL

V104

60W48
2 7 DAMPER

CII6

-1
22

v TO 5102 8

C105,.01
I(

1.468

SPARK GAP

AA/250V 5005reo BOOST

RI28,150

WHr -rEL

r36- I

THERMIS. vERT
5-"COUE COILS

-tq--S71
HOR12. COILS

I 617-r$1.7
11 ,n

3KV 2*

DEFLECTION YOKE L104

R129
5101 ISO

YOKE
SOCKET

P101
YOKE
PLUG

1100 COPYRIGHT 1967 BY ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN OJIBWAY BUILDING DULUTH MINNESOTA 55802

-
GAF,' ilF-R815,60,3,10

TOP 8LLI
5.100 HOR1Z L S

REIVWNTI,
1E R813,120,2W

TOP RED-GRN
HORIZ LINES

,r700

pIO2

CONVERG

PLUG

SI02

CONVERG.

SOCKET

R001
60, 3w
LET HORIZ
131.0 Rso,

150,1w

C801,

C802
.052

a R811,150,2*
TOP RED-GRN
VERT LINES

R808,60, 3v/
BOO BLu

ORIZ LINES

BOT RED -GRN

VERT LINES

Re12, 500,3W
807 RED-GRN
HORIZ LINES

C807
10, 6V

9136
390

R810
47 CR130ID

B

C

_ 4.1,/ ff1.7 ff-0/ G5N _ORR/ WHr

JUI614t;REV Ir'rr 'WPM -ft

06A

-},EH°R-, 7 oil,:

Wci,/lu7/1_

..78/00Z:w-i01.J H/GRN

CR801
-- rf 4"

RED-GRN

15R08',34
LrNESVER T -L803

BLU-HOR
HAP

R802
270
1*

L804
T NOR
BLU

L801
RT vERT L S

RED - GRN

100, lw,N
Rec40

1802
7 NoR

RED-
GRN

R806
00, 1

_J



SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

C

103A)

80µI 450v
C103B 2µ1 350v elect
C103C 25µ125v
(107,115 01µI 1 4kv *80-20% ceramic
(106 130pf 6kv 20% N2200 ceramic
C106109 130pf 2 5kv 10% N2200 ceramic
C III 68pf 4kv 10% NI 500 ceramic
(116- 22pf Ikv 20% N750 ceramic
(117 1000pf 2kv 20% paper
C125A 800 450v
(1258 30µ1 450v elect

C125C I 20µf 450v
C 1 25D 20µ1450v
C126A 80µ1450v
C1268 50µf 450v elect
C126C 20µ1250v
C1260 50µ1 50v
C216 - 3 15pf ceramic trimmer
(232.233 - lOpf 500v -L-5% NPO ceramic
C255 - 390pf 2kv 5% NI500 ceramic
C262 - 680pf 500. 5". mica
(707 33061 500v 5% mica

V 707A

V2 6GH8A
CHROMA BANDPASS

L 710
CHROMA
TAKE -OFF
COIL

.") 2

3723

7

C71I
820

8762
390

T 701
CHROMA

9ANDPASS TRANS

C706
.001

#764
1.5 K

R765
560

27011

AIRLINE C733 - 56061 500v 5% mica 045-008600
PART NO R109 - 13K 7w 10% film 054-133710

RI10,111 - 1200114w 10% film 054 122410
R113 - 66M 6kv 20% film . 057.000400

034.025800 8131,132 - 156 Sw 10% film 054-153510
R141 -27K 7w 10% film .. 054.273710

837.103896 R151 2,5K lOw 10% WW 053-252110
035 033300 R154 -- 1111K 20w 10% WW , .. . 053-142310
035-043200 RI 26 - 15-K trimmer pot 055-055400
886-680017 RT201 - thermistor 057-001200

10TCU-022 RV201 -- voltage dependent resistor 057.000200
046-015500 RV202 - voltage dependent resistor 057-001600

RV203 - voltage dependent resistor 057-001300
R706 -6800114w 10% film 054-682410

034-027000 L101,102- 5.6uh RC choke coil 111 021200
L103 - horiz efficiency coil / 11-036200
1104 -- deflection yoke assembly wicable and plug 027 031900
1.105 - filter choke 032-002600

034-026000 1201 47 25MHz trop cod 109-036000
1203,204 filament choke . I 1 1 035100
1205 - 4 5MHz trap coil 109-034700

050-003500 1206.210.212 1.8µh choke cod 1 I 1 021000
10TC-010 1207 - 36µh peoking coil ... 111-036900

886-391957 1208 - horiz osc coil 110-003800
045-007300 1211 - 12µh choke coil III -036800
047 007200 1213 3.9µ1,1Kike soil 111-036400

R1358 500 V7014
COLOR' CONY

I V2 6GH8A
L703"5 9

I
5.6UH

4250 I

15-''j
1

J 704 C702 11.729
3

LI).,
' ..`

L ' 5 _ _ i R702
470

4717 0

1101/

C701,001

56K

T 703
3 68 MC. OSC

TRANS

r -

3,
74628.

IA704 8

1/2 6GH8A
BLANKER

L108
5 61.10 R75I

2206

265V

R750 R752
1 5 MEG 6865:

C739
C738 ISO

3710 371 0
R

M4EIG
1

1

L705, 3 9 Um

R744
100,1W
C733
560

C729, 001

7

V7018
L 701 "6 1/2 6GH8A R740
62041-1 1208 !MEG

R -Y AMP

C703
33

8709 S R718

6.2K, 8206
R720

3716 688
2651,

C709 C704
C706,01 no 200 1

-3- 9-3(-
R710

6211,1*

0702A
1/2 6GH8A

R74570

C7i0 0717
I MEG

91 -1-

c 756
100

V7078
1/2 6GH8A

R713 G Y AMP
ISOK

0760
390

v 7028
1/2 6GH8A

L702 8723 8-V AMP
620UH 12016

,i071 0705
'`33

2

\,71:7 

C71 R 724

C7S9
100

C714, 22
-9(

8734 iR706 L708
47K 68K 390U0

4W

R753
6816

zw

8

R82T205

IW

0750

.047

1214 - 60µh peaking coil
L2I5 - 82µh choke coil
1.701,702 - 620µh toll
1703,711 - 5.7µh cod
L704- 68µh coil
L705 - 3.9µh coil
1.706 - 27µh cal
L707 -- 620µ11 coil
L708 - 390µh cod
L709 - 47µh cal
17I0 - chrome take -oft coil
1711- 120uh coil
1801 R/G vert lines coil
1.802 horiz lines coil
L803 blue hour shape coil
1804 blue horiz hoes toll
TIOI horiz output ',former
1102 vert output :former
T103 - oudio output :former
T104 power :former
TI05 .. focus :former
T201 - sod take -off :former
T202 -4.5MHz interstoge :former
T203 - 4 SMHz demndiiIntor vforrner
T204 -1st ply If input :former
1205- 1st pia IF plate :former

r67I9 R747
88 1MEG

2W

8

37281

8707
I

6.80,3W 13W. 0
LE3.2726 0,1E7 372

/40V
TO VHF
TUNER

/401, no

R148
3 38,10W

24C(12V257_,
20,4500 8149

18,3W
51

3901030th ,
12-7 80,45004r ;1,1._ 26511 C 1268

C 1250 S0,
20,45011 450V

R151

CI26C .-ta 2 516,10W
20,2500
2301'.

8152 v RI54
686,48

9140 86
GRN DRIVE

RMI
278
7W

2

Ant 616
8L4 ORNE

8145
2506
PIT

BIAS

1 30737

3
2

13715

105V

R712
IMEG

C 749, .047

R711 8715
68K 1MEG
2W

R769
I MEG

L7443, u4r

R726
8721688

2111
'MEG

R746
IK

3701

J703

370
WV
R722

18

Rg:
L7g4

5G 101

SG 102

SGIO3

S104

9 -PIN
RECEPTI AL

102030
40 5060
711190

1 0 2 0 30
40 50 60
Yee 090
ENII 0120
3014015e

1ISP105N
R CEPTICAL

RED

GAN

06/

rEg. /ENV
1217

re-L/Fifty

rfL/WO 2

051,
1.4 16,209

1001.4
01258 1.9

30,4501

03
680

TO VHF
TUNER FIL

LIE OAUSSING
PLUG 8 SOCKET

S103 /N,
1RED

&
Of GAUSSiNG

I COILS

SW103
ON -OFF, POWER SWITCH

7 PI. 101, VHF

o SECTION 1 .4'" CHANNEL ND

OCR RED :2-1 12-2
RED &A'r -072:Tcari ® ®

C213

13247=.001

C208

5205 IC 21,1
001

wl C206
0207 .001 32481

L

RV 203 RT 201
1

3245:

4

T104
POWER TRANS

!'RED 8LII /SINT
"'de 10i
CIRCUIT
BREAKER

GRN/RE0

GRN

3

111-035000
111.034900
111.036700
111.036500
111.035400
111-036400
111.035200
111.037000
III 036600
111-035300
109-033800
111.021400
111-031800
I 1 1 031 700
111-031900
111.031600
033 011800
033-013300
031 009400
033 012900
111-032200
109-034100
109-034200
109 034300
109 034400
109 034500

SIO6

12 -PIN
RECEPTICAL/V.V.\
102030
40 50 60
70809
100110120

T206 -2nd p.o If :former
T701 - chrome band-pass :former
T702 - burst amplifier :former
T703 -3 58MHz osc :former
R103 - AGC 50K
R106- horiz hold 35K
R112 - vert hold 750K
R117-vert lin 3 4M
R119 vert height 100K
R121 - horiz centering 1011
R125 high voltooe 500K
R127 vert centering 1012
R130A volume 1M
R1306 brightness 250K
R135A - tint 6K
R135B -color 500K
RI39 - contrast 12011
R140 - green drive 6K
RI42 -blue drive 6K .

RI43 - pix tube bias 250K
R144 - blue screen adjust 1 5M
R145 - green screen °Must 15M
RI46 - red screen odiust I SM
R153 color killer 1M
8801,808,814.815 6012 3w WW
R804,811 - 1501/ 2w WW

- NOTE- ----
DENOTES DENOTES PIN
CONNECTOR NUMBER ON I

CONNFC TOR

5-3

SYMBOL INDICATES
L L'L1E0 VECESt LC9E1NL.c

V 105

I9EXP22
POT TUBE

4

WNT/RE D
5 13

WNT/
GRN

RI4
EILU SCR.

C122
001

3J LAca..1
CI23

9145 I 5 MEG
GRN SCR

R

"'031
47

10 3 2 FIM
10.51,

/250V BOOSTED BOOST
"FOCUS TO RI1S

LIGHT
12 5 12-6 12-9

® ®
0 SW 104

VACATION
SWITCH

1.05 2.C125A
80,4500

TL.C12611
80, 4501/

/1155
1806 0105

14

8156
1508

7
V103

0(11/Rf0

12-9 v701 V702 V703 V704 0705 V706 0707 -1

V101 V104

0705

4 S

C127

X

SRN

437061 F102

I
FUSE WIRE

- - - J ORN/BLA'

El 201 Vzoz -V203 32* V204 0205 V206 0207 V21:11!

32 36

5 I 4

L

3 4 4 5

-

CPR.150 7
r

`22MEG 12011 AC
60 CYCLES

SECTION 2

TO WO
TUNER

F IL

AC
INTERLOCK

41?0:""

1.2 -

25711
(RED1

1
A0 1I -I
SOCKET
SPARK OAP

NOTES:
I ALL RESISTORS ARE I/O WATT, UNLESS OTHERWISE

NOTED

2 CAPACITANCE. VALUES GREATER THAN 1.0 ARE IN TAW
VALUES LESS THAN I.0 ARE IN MFD

3  DAMON° INDICATES COMPONENT IS NOT PART OF BOARD
ASSEMBLY.

ALL ELECTROLYTIC CAPACITANCE VALUES ARE IN 880

S VOLTAGES ARE TAKEN WITH V TVIA NC SIGNAL INPUT
FROM POINTS INDICATED TO DOSS, GROUND

6 BALLOONS®, 0,ETC., DE NOTES POINTS
OF OBSERVATION OF THE WAVEFORMS

SIO5
TLNER 6 CRONY
PANEL comma.

tir.corrsais

3

216
8ANCC8111)10

AEU

ST PIKE
TRANS

109-034600
109-035700
109-033700
109-035600
055-058200
055-057100
055-057000
055-058100
055-057500
056-039100
055-036500
056-037700

AIRLINE
Color TV Model GHJ-8247A,57A

R805,813 - 12012 2w WW 056-047200
056-046700

055-058400 0101 -diode focus rectifier 004-003200
D102 - diode boost rectifier 004-003100

055-055600 chrorna board 073-036000
055-055500 CB101 -circuit breaker 3amp 009-002500
055-057600 (P8101,102 - couplate 2.2M/1000/S6 134-039400
055-057700 01101 -delay line 111-036100

.055-057300 F101 - fuse .4omp slo-blo 099-002800

.055-058000 5G101,102,103 - spark gop 140-000300
055-057900 SW 102 - switch video peaking 146-007800
055-057800 SW103 - switch ON/Off power . 146-010500

.055-057400
056-046800

tuner VHF

) see tuner ports list
006-018600

056-047300 tuner UHF 006-018901

CHASSIS LAYOUT

R8I - 50012 3w WW

CIARROW DENOTES KEYWAY LOCATOR POSITOSII

Marx uisliv,7206

W ,.. FPLATE TRANS. V20
NYE be Pa TRANS --, SOLND

Ai i---..,''
6.106 6.I06 01 LOOS 646.1
.-_,.., s..._."

4 SMC Ws \ _,/
1ST F /9,MI PLATE r, \

L'27);
TRANS ErGANIA 46/141,4

IOC TRAP ".,. Ai s..,ce,,,..
4725

0207 7"." A
RECEPTACLE VERT OSC 101120sc SF07 ®

8 OUTPUT
C724

-_,./
NYC OSC l' 70

VI' --.46 .. CRITT11. VI04
Ur ,---",---- 0703 DOWER

a ED 7Th 41,\ 66stea BURST AMP 8

T703 6049A, ,_.,,, lour R

3 ra sc - - - ' .112521 Oi&
13480PASS ,--,

8 BLANKER
, 424,,, TRANS

°''--- "M4
1261,V

6f tut "4' sior 1.41 aro IMO VREO
V705

,,,L., 6611811 Tomo(' `,....-/ OIROIAA

0701 '...._..1 8, ARP V707 31:"
X11E16008 cwicw.

C

R -T MCP 11/310MSS ,
_ _.64-00

U 1111 1-1 L-1 W 1 ji ii w

tioconsirser ve/F7A
DE TE

5106

PONEMPLT
TRANS

17

V706

CKI038:15AC

C103C

VOLTAGE CHART

9°4TTR5WC76S ,711N6

02

02tC74205111 CONVE MGM
9"CCET

TRMIS.5:07C.1.1:T

SOCKET

J
1.105

'FILTER CHOKE

---- - -0
14 VOLT

REGULATOR

O
O

02
14 VOLT

RECTE ER

;.31/34

PIN

MBE FUNCTION 1 2 3 4

VI
6HA5

R -F

Aii.plif;
0 0 0 634C 170 0 0

V2
61187

VHF Osc.
Mixer

0 -2.4 0 0 6.5AC 130 130 131 0

11101

6JE6A
Horizontal
Output

130 -55 0 0 6.3AC -55 130 35 0

V102 High Voltage
3A3A Rectifier 25KV 25KV

V103 Shunt
6138413 Rrgulatot

400 390

V104
6Dwaes D"'`` 400 6.300 0 400 IX)NOT

REMEASU
V201

6195
Sound IF
Amplifier

1.5 0 1.5 0 6.3AC N.C. 95 95 u

V202
6HZ6

Sound
Demodulator

0 1.2 6.3AC 0 135 115 0.5

V203
1

1st Pi: IF
6JD6 1 Amplifier

0.6 0 0.6 0 6.3AC N.C. 95 95 0

11204
1 2nd PIT IF

6JC6 Amplifier
1.5 0 1.5 0 6.3AC N.C. 165 165 0

V205 I.. Vid Sync.
6GH8A AGC, Chroma

140 -2.0 140 0 6.3AC 260 0 8.5 6.0

11206
6G1i8A

AGC & Sync
Separator

85 70 250 6.3AC 0 -10 90 0 -20

11207

6FQ7
Horizontal
Oscillator 25 0.3 1.0 6.3AC 0 260 -115 0 0

V208
6CF7A

Vert. Osc.
& Output

0 60 70 0 6.3AC 260 0 8.5 6.0

V701
6GH8A

"X" Denrod. &
R -Y Amp. 125 -2.8 2.8 6.3AC 0 250 0 12 10

5/702
6C118A

"Z" Demod. &
B -Y Amp.

125 -2.8 2.8 6.3AC 0 250 0 12 10

1703
6G1-1BA

Burst Amp. &
Color Killer

a-5.5
-12

.2.4
4

255 6.3AC 0 400 55 0 -2

V704
6(1313A

3.58 Mc Osc.
& Blanker

120 6.0 150 6.3AC 0 215 0 3.0 -80

V705
12GN7 A

2nd Video
Amplifier

0
I.0
-8.0 0 63AC. 6.3AC 0

 290
" 360

85
165 0

V706
6E3Q5

Audio
Output

N.C. 0 6.5 6.3AC 0 N.C. 230 N.C. 240

V707
6G}i8A

Chiang Band-
P'5' SC G-Y
Amplifier

125
.3.0
-II 160 6.3AC 0 255

 3.0
2 .0

12 10

N. C. No Connrtion MEASURING CONDITIONS
DC voltages measurd with VTVIA placed between point measured and chassis ground.
Channel selector st to active channel. Unleiks otherwise noted, brightness and contrast controls se for normal picture on screen.
Denotes readings token with brightnss control at maximum 'motion (fully CY).

Disnote readings taken with brightnss control minimum rotation (fully CW).
Disnotes reeding* token with color signal.

voltag 'input set or 120 volt. AC.
CAUTION: Exercise xer4414 car to avoid shock hayard. Dangerous pulsed high voltages ore prissent at VI01, 0102, 0103 and VI04.

Eercis Neni cam when measuring near these tubes.

COPYRIGHT 1967 BY ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN OJIBWAY BUILDING. DULUTH. MINNESOTA 55802



1101
CANADIAN
GENERAL
ELECTRIC

TV Chassis M649

AUGUST  1967

FiL +275V +135V
B+3 8+1

1501111ECT0S ION
11086810 SETS

CORRECTION FOR
 WEARER SE TS

ICY

40v
60^,

Lfil 053 0114,111112 10TEZ

1,000 - I.000.000

CARACITR

YON 774441 I - man
CA,ACI LESS DWI I -
RESIST ARE 4 VATT

I

ELECTRONIC 1- /17=L7TECHNICIAN /

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

7170676 79,65 6.6,77.eu e Lts,

MODEL CAT.
IITHIR

DRANIND 
9401306
cOD[ HOOLL UT. 

TIMOR
DRA91310 

VENDOR
CODE

22-222 67653 17769139 7477. 33765 67653 177691372 'R7"

23-24 87653 17709119 -Cr 35763 67655 8610660

23-25 8765) 17769139 -1677

15764
3576412

67655
87657

0610680
6610601 I oler

07656 46%4471-2 IMF,
31465 87655 5616660
31767
)17670

P7655
07657

8610680
0610691 II4T7 (VTR)

361762
36764

87655
67655

66113660
86106210 '61-

57656 40104471-2 I1101 3611740 67657
07656

86113681
4904471-2

(0937)
11071

32761 07655 0610680
327610 87657 136106121 -47. (.79 36766 67655 86113680

87656 49104471-2 (TAR)
36767 01655 8610680

32764 87655 8610680
32765 67655 0610680 39762 07655 06106330
327766 07655 06106130 397620 87657

67656
0610681
40144471J2

IVHF)
(LIHTI

V3
6926
311-2

1120
0217

2

6151

108

111511

2204 C.52

1. ILL 6101.1461 31631.513(415

r01$10IPE:1 411"40;I(0
0545515 Mum), 5(15 60-
0E16E4 COW6OLS SE1 0125
1106541. OPERATICM.

2.

. 11771 iEimicvolTAGE

54 11 74 1MED

5535A4CILL 15EriNV0M01ST32013 1 0N T3(,0FLRh-
106 10011 9611044[0 TO A 07440-
MEL 5(114 PO SIONAL_AN 71E
11001614 1(0(0(13Anc5TED.

04-110441. 90A760E5 AMS

WAIt/egii:triViM 49°10.1FRE 510141 PIRIOUCI,L -I.
to -2 904.75_1g AT Alf
(no( 31.6048 03.5110A 60.1521
r08 84.5)31.14 ACC.

ALL 00W9 C051001.5 40.8.61E0
Aryl KAUAI. OPERATICS.

6 140420 116826
016
0.5 crwe

+(33V
B4 1

0197
v 2

2 0010
60064

7290

moo
JOY

+275V.
8+3

4152

120

V4
88213
250.

0100

Ii
CI40

'600 1'09,

VARIES WITH CONTROL SETTING.

902 SCOPE ST5CE0 AT F 6E91 19T217

9/2 SCOWL 576CE0 AT F 14:51. FREQ.

v.5
Ea 04

6401

025)

30

4702

:Sr "4"1"
E.41 9.62005,

A

4063
1000,

9.5 ';::"
5501-7

1,58
00

RC .66

I 6.66
4106

+2 V
B+3

5365
228

I . F. OUT __

A.G. C

R.F. A

TUBE

6ES8
U. H. F.

By SVII TC

R27 0N...°
INP
U.

U.

F.
ONL/ T

1)53
0E0 0(7'.0000 55E171817

pd

+135V

V68
.2 6111.14
C1100E6

0,63

053 1.79

016.

+276 v

1120)
4717
IS

7,5)

0225

K.

52;:2

%A.

HO

C2IF

-0205
SOO

ISO

_B. F.
TEST POINT

R. F. El+

TR IIAIER 200V.

058

,

ITT
Ri6T
7%051
470

- 60
470

668
3900

VIOA
1,7 UT/
vf. 9T 05,

5202

4T o

1,2
- C203

.0039

041
060
200v

V6A

00E0 AMP

I . F.
TUNING

(--HEATER

13+ 1350.

1406

6205

6114

C169

c470
ADA

+135V 3.66 V
8+1 +135V

8+
Infoto

8+3 +275V

MIXER
TR IIAIER

ACCESS TO
CONVERTER GRID

7154
600.012 TAKE OFF

4 5 MC 3016.5

CONVERTER
TUBE

6GJ7

05C ADJUST

0210
511

Iiv
820

0001

0201

111E6

0160
C.112

11221 3400

4 5W
022

R/006008

VI2A
N/3 IMO
00,2 My

VI2A

01101 1,107 7,.. 7 54
04 sow 91.1,0.0

m0DEAS '9,- 034

C501
5000

C255

'cx'° 1.c25.
820

orls3
LSO -/V

5201
5001

-Cr256

1.20C4
;,.!1,1,7

+8+39

T50,
06110 0(77 -

VI 2 B
In 8540

50 0)7 he

926
415

62i9
16

I c.2.1- KV

6201 C270
AA.

4700 470

6110

e R2697504

C2011

0,c;'

"

400)0

522Tn401
258

X96
CON r

4169

SNOB
uz 8691

628TOUTPAT
0206

015

400
00
75v

(161
.275
1.1

.015
(08  1

e

V16
PICTURE TUBE

81141474

4.62

0)16
i4011

206,707.
96,GHTNE55

5020i
56078 Goo

0178II. 1. Ny

.2(

4711

B4 150057 0.4 5000
65215

0047
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161136507 VT
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+)35V
13+4

V8A
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C5010
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6005 25
vOLLIE a 59

C300
A

2204

#306

2"2

0107
1- 2000

0280
-11-741
047
4006

421111

I/6
45

3

V)4
MST

RE:T

1253

(712E5051

1. 252

88
1/5V o WS? rural *134:41; v9

6C7.75
AUDi0 OUTPUT

e
II

00 3l.509
01?'

932
680,1

z3,1

RIR TONI
BOOK

OBS

=.011)
02 9600

OM OW BM

407E-0507.0)0655)07 50514
Itt USEC ft 23'5E15 00t9

'00 Met 65242m.
017'

R5.5
4700

V
PTX'
13+13 5
8+1

026'
2200

V15
-

G PEP

III A

7302

III

ar .0

TUBE 9 ADJUSTMENT LOCATIONS
M649

74"

''2t 08+275V600 8+3
25

ti

111116

275V
8+3 R303 - RC CirCilit de -emphasis network

F251 -fuse 0.375 amp slo-blo R4962
F401 - fuse 3.5 amp bayonet type R5340
L402 - reactor filter 666I I
R204 control vert size 1.5K R6674
R208 -control vert lin 4.5M R6886
9257 - control bora hold IM R4256
0270 -control AGC 2K 97544
C150 -ceramic 22pf 5% 500v NPO R4625

4.61
C264 ceramic 120pf 10% 4kv IC R6614
C202 -ceramic 800pf 20% 1500kv 94631
(405,002 ceramic I000pf GMV 20000 R4935

an ""a"aal "a C203 - paper 00390 10% 1000v
1 MID 4 II, ***** SITb .

7.10 C3 i 4 - ceramic .01323 GMV 10000 R3034
C152 - mylor .22,41 20% 2000

94618

R6386
C313 - electrolytic 1100µf 150v R4637
C406 - elect 1250 200v R6047
04016,6 - 10014l 1200 120µl 2000 66616
C40IC.D - 100W 150v 100µf 125v
R177 control bright 200K (Model 31765) 67I76
R173 -control contrast 25K (Model 311651 R7180
R219 -CODOCK Vert hold IM (Model 31T65) 671 78
R311 control tone 300K (Model 311651 R7658
R306 control vol 2M (Model 31165) 671 74

TO CAP

OF VI3

TO

L252

TO

YOKE

TO PINS
287

OF VI4

TO PINT
OF VI7 R27I

(270

T251 WIRING

L255
WIDTH COIL

TO 1251

TO PIN 6
OF CRT

GICIOND

CANADIAN G -E
SYMBOL DESCRIPTION PART NO.

1152 -coil IF R5565
1151 coil 1st If grid R4655
LI57 - coil choke IOLA 20% R6402
1.158 - coil choke 7130 10% R4650
160 - coil choke 4700 7% R6733
L161 -. coil choke 2400 7.0 95328
L251 -coil horn stabilizing 666I8
L255 - coil width R6671
1302 - :former audio output R6044
T251 - 'former hone MOW R7652
1401 - xformer power R7570
1151 'dormer 1st IF plate 85329
T152 - kformer Ind IF plate R6272
T153 video det ass,/ R6151
1154 - of OrMer audio take -off and trap . 115809
1201 -'former Vert output 666I2
1301 -'former ratio det R4955
L201 - yoke deflection R6620
Y151 - diode R1889
1401,1402 - diode silicon rest R6048
R269 - therMiStOr 750K R6897
RC166 RC 1.100 4701147014f R4917
RC304 - RC and 221/800/4) . 94648
C303A,B.0 - 95318

1 101 COPYRIGHT 1967 BY ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN OJIBWAY BUILDING. DULUTH. MINNESOTA 55802
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0 IMF ANTENNA
300 CAN

UHF TUNER

0 82 UHF OUTPUT

e
ICI

VC,

12

UHF MI X

_de c:Di IS750zv

C37

irt--/vsne-ez-enzse----
R .72000 R,e 8800

I II
C34
500

IC 3

UHF OSC
R

2 SC3 I 3

I - 5

Cm
22t019

I-
TC4

TUBE PLACEMENT CHART

SERVICING IN THE FIELD

SAFETY GLASS
For picture tube and safety glass cleaning, it is

necessary to remove the chassis. (See Disassembl)
Instructions.)

FUSE

-A -T Amp. fuse is used for L.V. power supply
and filament protection (See "Tube Placement
Chart" for location.)

VHF OSCILLATOR ADJUSTMENT
Set Fine Tuning control at Center of its ronge and
adjust oscillator slug (one tor each channel) for
best sound and picture.

AGC
ACC may be varied 'cry means of on AGC control
(See "Tube Placement Chart" for location.)

FOCUS
Thus may be varied Ly connecting the lead
from resistor R-166 from pin 4 of picture tube to
various voltage points. (For location see "Tube
Placement Chart.)

CENTERING
Centering is accomplished by two magnetic rings
located on rear cover of yoke.

HORIZONTAL LINEARITY
Horizontal linearity can be adjusted by turning the
disc magnets located on each side of the yoke.

HORIZONTAL OSCILLATOR FIELD ADJUSTMENT
Coarse adjustment of the horizontal hold is accom-
plished by the proper setting of the Horizontal Sto
I izer coil and Horizontal Range control. (See "Tube
Placement Chart", for location )

L_

TUNING

CORONADO

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION PART NO

01- video det IN60
02 - silicon rectifier (155581 T E 1024C
1201- AT output T VI20
1202. vert output 1 W27
T203 - horiz output (flyback) 1176/1-33
1204 - deflection yoke 1D41A
1102 -heater choke T 506
L103 -4725MH2 trap 1 51525
1.104 - video If input T-51814
LIOS- video trap T.S1526
1106- first video T51022
1107 -video del T-51023
L108 -filter coil 1 17030
1109 -filter coil 1 17030
1110- snd take -off and trap T52009
1111 -peaking coil (270µh) 1.12005
L112 - peaking roil (4130zah) 1.12006
1113 -peaking coil (220sch Sk) 1.12004
1114-4 5MHz snd IF 7.52010
L115 quad (52011
1116 horit stabilizer 1-A2S

VHF Ant WWI
0 0

ROD
ANTENNA

C 2C. 1000

_LI 50V -AC

VHF Antenna

VHF TUNER 0--.-0 TP.A

/ UHF IN

-0 U6+

1PrKo2

T. Tb 659USP

V Hs V.H.

IF OUT() -_a

VHF RF AMP

V 301(5
VHF OSC

V z 6CG8-A

B.

145+

-0 8 

) UHF
OUT

UHF TUNER
1.1 i 025US

UHF Antenna

r
3CsK5

AGC

VHF TUNER

6CGB.A

3 4 5 0

C.9,1
1000

13E07

1117- RI choke
1118- combination coil
1202 line filter
1203 - filter choke
VR101- -AGC 100K
VR102 - height IM
VR103- vent hn 300K
VR104 - Hon/ hold 45K
VR105 horn ronge 100K
VR204- yell hold 1M
VR21 I - contrast 30K
VR212 - brightness 100K
+11221 vol on off 500K
R114 7K 3w
R200 - I211 2vr
R221 - 680112w
R241 - 312 Sw
(106- 0 22pf @ ISOwv
CI24 SOsrl @ 6wv
CIS1 -3µf@300wv
C 170 1000sdpoly @ 500wv
C244 250 200 30s2I @ 200wv

VHF tuner
UHF tune

SOUND IF AMP
Vine 12 IOJY8

R

C103

L.51 I a

01
R 02

330K

C

TP.E 1000

LOOP ANTENNA

UHF Antenna

128 VP4

11,412

17f3F i

5 4

33GY7 17./28

12

12

47K

R107 56

v7
C104

.20 ro
Lioa

OTP 0

C .oil C.os

"1 1500(

3 88V

L .04

1.107
1.17069

T.108
TB28A

1.000311
1.000321
1.G00331

TG0034
T-00039
1-02024
1-02023
T.02025
1-02017

RC 607
RC -720
RW.27

9.13
TCC-010

CE 174.2
300(13

690.147
T TB659USP20

1 110251.1S

SOUND MT
VI I.. I1BFI

C,.3 1000

ELECTRONIC A-7 /--TW=7 AiCa7KTECHNICIAN /

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

CAUTION
ONE SIDE OF AC LINE CONNECTED TO CHASSIS

CORONADO
TV Model TV
21 9367A

AUGUST  1967

TUBES

POWER SUPPLY

TUNING RANGE

VHF - Twelve, UHF - One Transistor

110-120 Volts AC, 60 Cycles RATING 101 Watts 117 Volts AC

Channels 2 thru 13 VHF, 14 thru 83 UHF, Video IF 45.75 MC, Sound IF 41.25 MC (Intercarrier)

R 33 5300

c

KR 22.
VOLUME 500K

C so
5000

TP-H

TP I.

C es
TO 04MFD

= Rios C.2. L ,o
100K 50

SOUND OUTPUT
V1048 '2 I 7BFI I

I9
C

50

160/

r7gVC
s.3MFD

150 300WVt

1ST IF
Viol 4EH7

14,;.
7f 143V

9z

0 27V
Tpa 0 56V

g °

IO2

If ,5
5601(

R.".
I MEG

3

R 03
22

rII -
L os C ,,01

20001

8
70y

 AAP
R

10K

0

.2

15000

2ND IF AMP
V102 4EJ7

L ios

IJ

II

VIDEO DET
Di IN60

,z0
50

C

51

R222
6 88

AU.
680
29

Tao.

-t
C ,A4r
30MFD
2009 V

Bo

:60VIDEO AMP
!V i 03A I 0.1Y8

55V

100
145V 8..7 -

L

O TP)-F
a

C zs

C 2.

14 7K10>=1E8 =
Zviro

R oe

8

27

I001

R .2
33K

: 30

23

ISO

CONTRAST

R2,
821(

VR2 30K

C2,
7.

C 29
0 / MFD

R
220K

AGC

tti 8810
VI 05A

.1 4V

VR.o. 100K
AGC

8810

12

104.18

4EH7

I 12 T 4 5

TT oe 1000
11

4 5

L ,o, 4E47

tRio
C.091000 4 5

C

11000

AC 60 
120V

;MEG

R .2
18K

57V

R .43

C s 1

471(
R.46
331(

C 62

-1000

6

I I 6V

R 7
821(

C ,63

11..3
228

500 -

C.6.-
5000'

se
470(

V

1'7=56

3

0 3V 2

II

MEG
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100

SEP
V1058

8810

53
47K

52
681(

ic,

c,..,550VERT OSC & OUTPUT V i06 17J28

60 331( 1- -.0 C . .173-1_
11---A RWAN--------0-1

34V i.is 0 04MFD 135V
0 11 56 0 022MFD I - I5V

3 9MEG C
0 033 330

R ts3 i
I

,se
1(2/(

I

C 171_100

67V
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IMEG
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HEIGHT

C os

1*

R 4000
C .70

68N p.ws

R.,,
1001( R

22K 17,

IMEG

XERT HOLD

VR .03
300K

VR204
IMEG

R
4 7K

R .6.
470

147V

VERT LIN

1 202

SPEAKER

42 VC

EAR PHONE JACK
TPT 121 ONLY.

R .4
5K

C301000

PICTURE TUBE
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I 1 2AVP4
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TP G
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O 4.7.7.W4
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4

H V

81f
1 Cu 470K
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RN SR
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c
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5000T C 46 2208

0 051

LINE FILTER

C24.
I 0 I MFD

7 7

112 SILICON RECTIFIER 9, FILTER CHOKE

3 5w D2 i L203

ON OFF 2A +
c

+
SWITCH FUSE ufr--1

"` C aail

1000I II- - 1250MFD

20C4AFtij-
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§
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1103
MAGNAVOX
Color TV Chassis
1920 Series

AUGUST  1967

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

ELECTRONIC i7 rirVA=L/1AiTECHNICIAN

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

COLOR TELEVISION CHASSIS
SPECIFICATIONS

Power Source Rating
MAGNAVOX

PART NO

C119 - ceramic .01 Al 1400v (w/spark gap)
C130 - elect 20µf 450v 20/20scf 350v 270023.42
(130 - elect 20taf 450v 20sif 350v 270023-43
C2I 9 - ceromic 'Oaf 5% (NPO) 250508-1005
C527 - ceramic 39061 5% 1500v (NI 500) 250236.63
C528 - paper 01W 10% 400. (special) 250484.1
C564 - elect Spot 25v 270082-603
C735 - silver mica 270pf 5%
C760 - mica 200pf 5%
C771 - ceramic .01µ1 1000v
R102 -1.1K 18w (WW) 2400884
R106 -4 3K 5w (gloss) 230150.533
R112 -15K 7w (glass) 230150.746
RI13 - 1.8K 2w (gloss) 230160-65
R114 - 22011 3w (glass) 230150-326
R117- 66M 20% (6kv breakdown) 230161-1
R128 - 3.3K 3w (gloss) 230150-330
R119 - 1.811 3w (glass) 230150-324
RI45 - 2.2K 3w (glass) 230150.330
R160 -82011 lOw (WW) 240082.71
R161 - 91011 5w (gloss) 2301 50-51 7
RI 62 - 18K 4w (glass) 230150-448
R206A,B -1SOK (matched within 2%)
8617 - 5.6K 4w 230150-436
R759A,B - 1M (matched within 2%)
R780 - 27K 2w (gloss) 230160-79
R792 - 2701) 3w (gloss) 230150-304
R794 - 27K 2w (gloss) 230160.79
R108 -45K horiz hold (see note) 220146-69
R109 - 750K vert hold 220146-50
R120 - 500K H.V. Adjust 220189-4
R126 - 1011 2w vert centering 220181.1
0I31 - 1M color killer 220208-34
RI33 - 60011 contrast 220146-29
RI34 - 3M tone .220146-26
RI36 - SOK AGC 220208.33
RI38 - 1001) sharpness 220146-62
R164 - 2 5K CRT bias 220181-11
8201 - 10K °di snd rei 220182-I
R215- 75011 snd rejection 220166.4
R401 - 1M off on vol UM chart
R402 - 50011 color see chart
R404 - 250K bright see chart

C406- 5.2 to 67pf hue see chart

12604 - 6K green drive 2201 66-1 5

R608 -3.4M yen lin 220166-19
06I 1 - 1.5M blue screen 220166-17
R804 - 1201,1 RIG Master tilt (horiz) 220167-6
R8I3 -301112/0 differential tilt (vert) 220167-4
R814 - 6011 RIG master tilt (ved) 220167-5
RY101 - degaussing relay 160326-6
TD101 -delay 360949-S
VOR501- voristor 230167-5
VDR701 - varistor 230175-2
RV701 - therthistor 230170-2

circuit breaker 180723.2
VHF tuner see chart
UHF tuner see chart

300238-1
361197-1
361240-3
320317-2
320130-3

361154-1360951 Tuning Range
360951-6
360951-5
360952-2 Antenna Input Impedance
361192 I
361094.2 IF Frequencies
361198 I
320124-4
360676-5
361022-3
320232-3
360676 7
361135 1
361250-I
360852 5
360953-2 Audio System (TV only)

TIOI - power *former
T102 - H.V. *former
T103 -focus *former
T104 - vert output *former
TIO5 - audio output *former
7106 - pin cushion *former
T201 - video IF input *former
T202 - 1st video IF *former
1203 - 2nd video IF *former
1204 - 3rd video IF *former & 41.25MHz trap
T701 - bandpass *former
T702- burst *former
T703 - 3.58MHz osc *former
1101 - reactance choke
1103 -5.6zzh choke
1104 - horiz efficiency coil
L109 -reactance choke (Int audio version)
1110 - 5.6mh choke
L111 - pin cushiciAing phasing coil
L112 - line filter
1203 - I 77MHz tweet coil
1206 -4.5MHz trap
L208- 8.2µh cod 360677-11 Output Impedance
1210 620z.th peaking coil 361043.3
1501 -horiz osc & sinc wove coil 360960-3 Power Output (Maximum)
1701 - snd take off coil 360845-2
1702 -snd IF coil 360846-3
003 - quad coil 360847-2
1707 - 150ph peaking coil 360853.5
1713 - 620ph peaking coil 360853-11
1717 - chrorno toke-off coil 360959-4
1802 -RIG differential amplitude coil 361092-3
1804 - horiz blue tilt coil 361188-1
1.805 -- blue master amplitude coil 361092-S

deflection yoke 361290-102
(105 elect 1600 250v 80of 450v 270071-6
C106 - elect 160µf 250v 270071.3
C107 - elect 80/30500f 450v 270071.7
C113 - ceramic 68pf 10% 4000v (N1500) 250475-24
C118 - ceramic 130pf 6000v (N2200) 250475.11

250562-1

Frequency
Voltage
Wattage

Video IF
Sound IF
Intercarrier IF
Color Sub -Carrier (Nominal)

 304C -
(70101

000M04

ENO aid

r

I LLLLL OC

60 cycles
117 volts

330 watts

Channels 2-83

Balanced 300 ohms

45. 75MC
41. 25MC

4. 5MC
42. 17MC

3.2 ohms
2.5 watts
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1.509
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111

51100

000 07
D20i

TO 45
TO n

0510
!TOO

10600

954

sY

C5 ta
0055*
4000 .700

Sin
WWI MC

NSW

stet/

TO 1024
fERvICE
SRPTC0

TONS

Rail
8520

IC501 C015

io
5%
ro .

C214
540

Ni500

7204
360 VIDEO 1

ni TRANS I

PEN
100

C

TO 4200,

0520

0042

8521
4100

4000
060

VEST OUTP31

8521
000

8519
2.z 11E0

OR 90660
1614

cns

2000r7500
VERT HOLD

04 TO 00(0 CONTROL
Silo. 60300

43034 V5011111 471
SPOT VO? FR 0

OC CONY ROM 010 5

220 11150

050

8191
1000

ely

0.i0

C529,1.1-600
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07% 0513

10990E

C527
390

10500
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600
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WS*
270

0530
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5-

C522. C523
27 920

N750

8530
PS54
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R53/

20

--I

007 RIOS
220 455 El Its
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R684
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0001
5
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eC7
7: .5
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550
1 I
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P N

r _TO .740 C05700L BOARD -3
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t CIN
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TRANS
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400 PULL
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ro
013

H
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P

--4 TO 7101 PIN 10 (CONvEROENGE so PIN BO)

1000

I CEO -BL

AL
ON CNRONA

BOARD

3 WAY AC CIRCUIT
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V204.2

45V P- P

Junction
R759& 6 CR702A

TO J101 PIN  (CO. NNNNN GE 617 NI

880V P -P

V703-6
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1104
RCA VICTOR
TV Chassis
KCS165 Series

AUGUST  1967

ELECTRONIC 21-77=Lpidia 3IrTECHNICIAN

COMPLETE MANUFACTURERS' CIRCUIT DIAGRAMS
AND TECHNICAL INFORMATION FOR 6 NEW SETS

.11.11c 41111111111::

(91

TP-3

SECOND LITECTOR
VERTICAL RATE 2V P -P

O
V201 PIN 1

SYNC PLATE
HORIZONTAL RATE 55V P -P

V205 PIN 9
2

VIDEO OUTPUT PLATE
VERTICAL RATE 100V P -P

O V205
AGC

HORIZONTAL

PIN 2
GRID

RATE 35V P -P

O V205 PIN 3
AGC PLATE

HORIZONTAL RATE 400V P -P

V206 PIN 9
VERTICAL OSCILLATOR GRID

VERTICAL RATE 160V P -P

wromielffillemm!-.

V206 PIN 2° VERTICAL OUTPUT GRID
VERTICAL RATE 25V P -P

V105 PIN 1° PICTURE TUBE GRID
VERTICAL RATE 110V P -P

12 SR201 ANODE
HORIZONTAL PHASE DETECTOR

HORIZONTAL RATE 14V P -P

0 PW-200, TERMINAL "L"
VERTICAL OUTPUT TRANSFORMER

VERTICAL RATE 150V P -P

11 SR201 CATHODE JUNCTION
HORIZONTAL PHASE DETECTOR

HORIZONTAL RATE 13V P -P

TP-40 HORIZONTAL SINE WAVE
HORIZONTAL RATE I8V P -P

V101 PIN 9
15

PW-200 TERMINAL "T"0 HORIZONTAL OUTPUT GRID 145V B RIPPLE

HORIZONTAL RATE 100V P -P VERTICAL RATE 1.5V P -P

0 C246 8. C235 JUNCTION
ZONE 2B, PW-200

VERTICAL RATE 10V P -P

SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

RI 12 - control vol with 5101
RI 13 control brightness
R226A.B.0 control contrast vent 6 horiz hold
R257 control vert size
R260 - control vert lin
5101 - switch port of R112

tuner KRK137A
tuner UHF complete

8114
12 K
IW

TT1OUV1g

101

TO AGC .1

C1031

.221

145V

8106
TO j 330

VHF
TUNER

C101 -d section elect 121 798

A - 250µ1 200v
B -400uf 175v
C - 500.0 175v
D-5ut 150v

cCi1032 2 3280 ±20% LO
1 ±-5 %

Uri c0er,ozc0N
I 500 part of yoke 121236

0
C109 - 2700 :t5% 3v ceromic Ni 500 . 121224

.

C257 - .0039µ1 ±10% 100v mica

CR201 - diode det 112524
F101 -fuse 2 1/21n. 34AWG

CR101 - diode silicon rectifier 1N3 1 94 113998

RF101 -Luse resistor 211.9A 121086
1102 - RF choke 8.21.th 107385
1202 - RF choke 114315735

1203 - 560µh 114488
1204 - 36ph 116056
1205 2.7szh 107463
1206 - 2700

11542714461207 - stabilizer 18
1210 RE choke

12148811869PW200 -circuit printed complete less tubes
R103 - 4711 ±-5% 7w WW 121229
R104 - 1611 ±5% 7w WW 121228
R114-126 1w 512312
R210

2 3.3K ±5% metal oxide
121230R2I0 - 3911 ±5% metal oxide

22817810

R271 - 1.36 ±5% metol oxide

4

22709714

R216 - 3.36 -:=5% film
R220 - 3K ±5% metal oxide
R223 - 5.66 3w 104

228710
R275 396 ±5% metal oxide 227104
SR201 - diode selenium 10

RCA 1102 - horiz output 1212139474

PART Na 7103 - vert output 121212
1104 - audio output 121803

120395 T201A,B - 4.5MHz 114489
121220 1202 - snd IF 118411
121222 1203 -good 118410

...121223 1204 - 47.25 trop 113097
121221 1205 - IF input 113097

T207 -- pm IF
121254 T208 - pia IF output

109158
114317

121088 yoke deflection 121211

7'

V2010

I

I

I

I

Ir

/260118A
PW200

R202 C201
820 .01

8201
82K

7201A 0201
0213.2.

33
I°

391

R2I2
33000

L210

"NS.

0217 C222

2t

:L202 t ;27204

C220

IFF211

1,001
IK

16

8239
i MEG

On.

T202

0202

I.0018
R204 0207
11311

1.0022

0202A

1/2t7BFil
SOUND OCT

0203

4J D6
1ST Pix IF

0218 0210
856 T II 39

0221

V20I3A

1/2I ',CVO
40.34AGC

7

8200 R206
470 "007

ON/OFFF
VOL.

R112

I
BRIGHTNESS
0113

JA1-1*-,
$101

CJ

k0

T202

T203

0

R112 1MEG
CurrOx 02026VOLUME

r-1203
IC6123 '0°

I ,

R203 C208 R207
560 .001 4707

0211

.047

C212
.01

V21713F11

T207

OF 101

o 20'1

CPT -

0
T255

T204

L207

0

V101

ERT OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER
7103

0 000

AAA

R226 P226 R226-A -8 -C
CONTRAST VERTICAL HOW HOLD

KCS165 Chassis Layout Drawing

7104
AUDIO OUTPUT

II .."vC2151
.022 I

OS,

-4-40
8213
150

R217
06

+mar.
-4-1450

C)4111TP3

0204
4JC6 r -7 L205

T207 290 PI X IF

*1400.

CR201 2.70

 mov.
I 7208

; 120,0 c

4riov. I

of -W7 L3E0 I L203 : 4.56AG
Z. CO3

I

A__.
-

1:226 1

5600 .
TRAP To TM:.

0225
680 L_

,--_ 1_-r _I R220
437 v. 0 3000

vvsse
1/211KV

VIDEO OUTPUT

R223 Ft225
5600.3 820

0226A
25K

CONTRAST

R219
470

7

450.
R222
1800

C230
.2V

16808221 -
R229

114501
154'

Pita

-1
SI

NOTES: 0.1000
ALL RESISTANCE VALUE3 ARE IN OHMS.

ALL RESISTORS ARE 1/2 WRIT. EXCEPT AS INDICATED.

ALL CAPACITANCE VALUES LESS THAN 1,0 ARE IN ;if,
1.0 AND ABOVE ARE IN yy f, EXCEPT AS INDICATED.

DIRECTION OF ARROWS AT CONTROLS INDICATES
CLOCKWISE ROTATION.

INDICATES 5% TOLERANCE

VOLTAGES MEASURED WITH "VOLTOHMYST. 0 WITH NO
SIGNAL INPUT Es SHOULD HOLD WITHIN ! 20% WITH
1200 AC SUPPLY.

R28
AB

R280

C229 L206
6600

2701,
I1--0-,130,-4.----5'

1-
C216

15

KS
R227 8228
22K 270K

7

0250 TP4.001

I
0

0 C24 -*-12613
1

34 C252 I
0233 68 390K

6801I"
Qa

4U70
R269

0267
1

*Lae

1

150K
- - -7.,

_
,,

I-
Lsrao, j

560K

0270
0233.... 68K

R276
128

0034

R274 R272
33K 1211

*ROY

02018

,...-7,1/26C418A :Z2
R221
27K

C246
8248 .0047
6800

R249
3.9
MEG

R264 R246
334 15K

02571 I

.0039-1
,L 207

G

160

0264.3

/R266
390
c25641 C261 4700 I mEG

025111

R275 1330

0254 e R I

.0561
1300

13

7 -Iv.
V207

8F07
IIORIZ OSC

3

396 
R226C
60K
00012 HOLD

C255
.0033

vl

C237 10238
.0039 272 7

-8247 Li.-
150K

02068

1/215KY8
VERT. OSC.

C240
.033

0232
1300

8282
22 MEG

C231
.015

R235
471(

Ri 1
190K3
13141GHT

01762

p 1

0

1.5

-1C5,,KtoiD

AF
115°V

C2321
.033
R232

1K

V105

12 CNP4/
310AVD4

I KINESCOPE

I

R255

V206A

P215KY8
VERT. OUTPUT

413ov

L

3111-Or

{0251 I El 1-E"K
8260

f- Pczog.68K-1220K 0 I
imEG I T- 1.n117245 R254

VERT LIN R263
100K-4, 0.0027

390

41 1Ci("Ca
50111

R261
330K

V1014

1/233GY 7
0ORIZ OUTPUT

t R105
47

B

145V

00.30
8256
3300

R262
L8MEG 9268

1500

R2268 8257
750K 35011
VERT NOLD VERT SIZE

11(

R259
1200
1560 7

2

I VERT
7103 TEL

i OUTPUT

K, 1 BLU TRANS

_C244
I

L

-.0613

+1450 -

AE

R102

12115 R110
680

isnv. 330 350

Y y _
WIDTH

V1010

L102 l/233GY7
112° DAMPER

011-5 .4.411,4

8101
330

8

C109 rT 11
270

9 II-

art:"
Lle2n.

KRK 137 1 0105

361(5 6CG8A
12CNP4/1

IIKVB
V205

3v3AV84
TUNER

3
I

4

v207
8E07

S 4

0203
42D6

V204
4206

V201
601184

V202 0206
178F11 15608

5 4 5 4 S 4 5 12 I 5

11412
Hil 010 09 08 L201

I .cgo
117 146 115 04 113 02 HI

I 01,c3,9 ., 0249

4MMIM.

V101

I 336Y7

4
I
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Precision
Apparatus
introduces 5 new models; now a
complete line of quality test
equipment for service technicians
For over 30 years, professionals in industry, service, laboratory
and educational fields have relied on Precision Apparatus Test
Equipment. Today, through the experience and marketing
know-how of Dynascan Corporation, Precisicn Apparatus
offers even greater reliability and performance-maximum
versatility-in all applications. By every standard, they are the
hallmark of quality in test equipment.

NEW! A MUST FOR COLOR TV ALIGNMENT
MODEL E-410C-SWEEP GENERATOR AND MARKER ADDER

Wide range, frequency modulated
signal source combined with Marker
Adder circuitry designed for the
alignment of color TV, FM and other
high frequency wide -band receivers
and circuits. Solves marker visibil-
ity and overloading problems. Fur-
nished with a 4.5 me crystal and 5
output cables. $169.95

NEW! MODEL B-12-REGULATED POWER SUPPLY
A reliable source of variable, regu-
lated DC plate voltages, and bias
plus AC filament voltages ... with
exclusive 6.3 VAC and 12.6 VAC
supply. Perfectfor service bench and
circuit development, it offers regu-
lated DC voltages from 0 to 400 volts,
and a bias supply from 0 to -150

volts. Each output is variable throughout its range. Rugged, double -
jewelled, D'Arsonval meters mounted on the front panel. $99.95

NEW! MODEL B-10-BATTERY ELIMINATOR & CHARGER
Twice the filtering provides .15%
ripple! Designed to meet rigid, low -
ripple output requirements of mod-
ern transistorized automobile radios
and other electronic equipment of 6
and 12 volt ratings. Does not require
additional investment for external
filter adapters. Functions as an effi-

cient, reliable battery charger with special high -current output .at
separately labeled terminals. $59.95

liphallmark of quality in test equipment Where Electronic Innovation Is A Way Of Life

Tube supplement information now available for all Precision and Paco Tube Testers.
. . . for more details circle

NEW!
MODEL V-95 PRO-
FESSIONAL VTVM
More accurate read-
ings on huge 7' mir-
rored scale. Special
0.5 VDC scale for
precise transistor

circuit analysis. Zener controlled internal
power supply obsoletes ohmmeter batter-
ies. Two-way protection: transit switch
position and anti -burnout shunts prevent
meter damage on the job or on the road.
Single test probe eliminates cable tangles
and lead shuffling. Rugged walnut -grain
metal case; name -personalized handle
stops "borrowing." $79.95
MODEL V-75 with 41/2" meter. $59.95

ES -550B WIDE -BAND OSCILLOSCOPE
Deluxe scope; extra brightness; extra high
sensitivity. Unique calibration voltage
makes measurement easy. $279.95

E -200C MULTI -BAND SIGNAL
GENERATOR
Unique AVC substitution system for total
accuracy. 88 KHz to 400 MHz, hand -cali-
brated. $119.95

.  * 0 0 
large CRT screen give

more than 6" undistorted deflection. Auto-
matic horizontal synchronization includes
60 Hz sinusoidal sweep for TV and FM
alignment. Special 500 KHz sweep makes
it easy to see complete 3.58 N1Kz burst
signals; ideal for color TV. Exceptionally
low distortion. $169.95

120M VOM
Ph% DC accuracy. Exclusive extra -low
R x 1/10 scale reads to 0.1 ohm.Transit and
burnout protection. Mirrored scale. $65.00
ALSO: MODEL 120 with DC. $56.00

E-310 SINE & SQUARE WAVE
GENERATOR
Only moderate -cost, low-cistortion, 5 Hz
to 600 KHz wide band gererator. $199.95

NEW!
MODEL S-65
PUSH-PULL
OSCILLOSCOPE
Wide band amplifica-
tion, DC coupled, zero
to 5 MC. High verti-
cal sensitivity and

The Complete Line That Sets Industry Standards

PRECISION APPARATUS
Civision of Dynascan Corporation
1801 W. Belle Plaine Aver Lie
Chicago, Illinois 60613

122 on postcard
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The hottest
thing in
electronics
hardly gets
hot at all

(RCA's solid integrated circuit, that is)

With the tiny chip there are few heat problems
and low power consumption. And because inte-
grated circuits run cooler, parts can be placed
closer together to enhance design convenience.
One day you may see stereo cabinets with more
real storage space, and color TV sets the size of
a transistor radio. At RCA Victor we've taken a

step into tomorrow by using integrated circuits
now in new color and black and white TV and in
stereo phonographs. They're not only the most
advanced products
of their kind, they The Most Trusted Name

are more reliable
than ever before.tel

in Electronics
Trnk(s).:
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,G=
ELECTRONICS

has

everything

in

chem
From service cements to aerosol cleaners,
from solvents to lubricants, only GC satisfies
the critical chemical needs of the electronics
field.

All GC chemicals are formulated to meet
rigid requirements; packaged for convenience;
and "proven in use" to make electronic jobs
easier, faster, more profitable.

Remember too, with GC aerosols you get
double value . . . highest product quality plus
valuable GC "BONUS COUPONS".

Get more for your money . . . always insist
on GC!

Write for your Giant FREE GC Catalog today . . .

over 12,000 items including
TV Hardware, Phono Drives,
Chemicals, Alignment Tools,
Audio, Hi-Fi, Stereo & Tape
Recorder Accessories, Nuts
& Bolts, Plugs &Jacks, Serv-
ice Aids, and Resistive
Devices.

ail GC fives pa

eMlithilti let e(,cluiti:a.

in alma 40 yaw!

GCI GC
GE NER CEMENT

GC ELECTRONICS COMPANY ELECTRONICS400 South Wyman Street
Rockford, Illinois 61101

A DIVISION OF HYDROMETALS, INC.

Radio -Television
Service Cement

Cat. No. 30-2

SRRA-KLEEN
Contact -Control Cleaner

Cat. No. 8666 AI

SPRA-LUBE
Cleaner -Lubricant

Cat. No. 8888

Jif
es

GC ' "
Contact and Control

Cleane
Cat. Nc. 8670

Ft

"Super Grip"
Epoxy Glue

Cat. No. 347

Super Freeze Mist
Cat. No. 8668GC

ji LETTERS
it TO THE EDITOR

'Aerosound' 20/20 Stereo
Can anyone advise me where I

can locate a schematic for an "Aero-
sound" 20/20 Stereo Hi Fi amplifier?

JAMES CARTER
10417 Montrose Ave.
Bethesda, Md. 20014

 Nct knowing the manufacturer's
name, we were unable to locate a
schematic.-Ed.

Needs Help
I am unable to obtain information

on using my Precision model 650
tube tester for checking CRTs. The
chart I have is dated August 1962.
Can any reader help me with a more
modern chart? Answer via ET.

DONALD W. LAUGHLIN
Belle Chasse, La.

. I need schematics and instruction
manuals for 1) CES Electronic Prod-
ucts micro miker, model 402D, and
2) same for a Hazeltine Model OAP1
frequency meter oscillator. Answer
via ET.

DAVID M. AMIDON
Sierra Madre, Calif.

Has Trades Institute Schematic
I can furnish a schematic and align-

ment date for a Commercial Trades
Institute model TV321. Contact me
direct.

WILLIS WALTERS
295 Glenn Ave.
Carey, Ohio 43316

Finds 'A to Z' Article Valuable
You are indeed putting out a great

magazine and doing a great service
for service -dealers and technicians.
May you long continue this service.
I have come to realize the value of
the series "Semiconductors from A to
Z" and I am saving the articles. The
new series, "The Apprentice and the
Pro," also looks very promising.

VINSON BLUE
Richmond, Calif.

FYI
The 19BR5 tube will replace the

UM80. If the tubes are not available
in certain areas I can furnish a 19BR5
upon receipt of certified check for $4.

PETER KNIP
71 Tunis Bay
Winnipeg 19, Man. Canada

... for more details circle 114 on postcard
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For window -size blow-ups of
this message, send 100 to
Sprague Products Co., 65
Marshall St., North Adams,
Mass., to cover handling and
mailing costs.

ARE TV SERVICE DEALERS GYPS?
Every so often, some magazine or newspaper sounds
off about TV -radio service shops.

"Service technicians are a bunch of gyps," is the
general theme. "They'll clip you if you don't watch
out."

They might just as well write the same thing about
doctors, lawyers, storekeepers, auto mechanics-or
anyone else. There are gyps in every line of business.
Actually the percentage in TV -radio is lower than
in most.

The average service technician is a hard-working,
straight-shooting individual. Rather than gyp customers,
he is far more likely to spend more time on a job than
he knows he will be paid for-simply as a matter of
personal pride in doing things right.

We recently heard about someone's TV set going
bad. A service technician called for it with his truck
and returned it in good working condition within 48
hours. His bill came to $10 for service plus $2.68 for
replacement parts.

The set owner argued that this was too much-yet he
would never dream of complaining to the medical spe-
cialist who charged him $10 for a 15 -minute office
visit; the lawyer whose bill for writing a simple will was
$75; or the garage man who laughingly admits that he
charges $5 for "just raising the hood" of a car.

In one of our very large cities, the Better Business
Bureau received fewer than 500 complaints about serv-

ice in a year. Most of the complaints came from folks
who expected first-class reception in doubtful fringe
areas; who tried to operate their sets without suitable
antennas; or who had bought sets "wholesale" at ridicu-
lously low prices from cut-rate dealers who could offer
little or no service.

Actually, it takes almost as long to become a good
service technician as it does to train for any other
profession. Beyond this, it calls for regular study to
keep up with the constant stream of new developments.
Also, it requires a surprisingly big investment in test
instruments, manuals, and other shop equipment. The
modern TV or radio receiver is by far the most intricate
piece of equipment the average person ever owns or
uses.

Service technicians are not fly-by-night businessmen -
99 out of 100 run their businesses properly. The other
one per cent-the gyps-can usually be spotted a mile
away. Nine times out of ten, they are the shops that
feature "bargain" prices and ridiculously liberal service
contracts. And their victims are generally set owners who
expect to beat the game by "getting somei'hing for
nothing."

Good television sets or good TV service are not
things to be bought on a "bargain counter" basis. Set
owners who recognize this aren't likely to get gyped.

Instead, they'll find that they get more real value
for their television entertainment dollars than for any
other dollars they spend!

THIS MESSAGE WAS PREPARED BY SPRAGUE PRODUCTS COMPANY.
DISTRIBUTORS' SUPPLY SUBSIDIARY OF SPRAGUE ELECTRIC COMPANY, NORTH ADAMS, MASSACHUSETTS, FOR . . .

YOUR INDEPENDENT TV -RADIO SERVICE DEALER
... for moro details circle 128 on postcard
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Listen!

Help stamp

out back
seat drivers!

Millions of Americans are
replacing the hack seat
driver with a back seat
speaker. It's all part of the
booming Rear Seat/Rear
Deck loudspeaker market
within the automotive field.
Ten million cars worth!

Jensen's Rear Seat/Rear
Deck speaker kits help you
get your share . . . and
more! The attractive "see-
thru" packaging of these
Show Pack models, instant
solderless connectors and
an assortment of Jensen
bonus features (whizzer
cones, heavy duty magnets,
solid domes, dust drain
holes, etc.) all team up to
make your cash register
ring. (Also available indi-
vidually boxed.)

Insist on Jensen Rear
Seat/Rear Deck speaker
kits.

Jensen
Jensen Manufacturing Division. The Muter Company,
6601 South Laramie Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60638

. . . for more details circle 116 on postcard

TO THE EDITOR

Needs Weston Tube Tester Booklet
Can any ET reader help me locate

an instruction booklet for a Weston
model 798 tube tester?

COL. LEONINO JUNIOR
Rua Raimundo Correa 19-Ap. 502
Copacabana-Rio de Janeiro, Brazil

The Pro and Con of It
I have been a subscriber and avid

reader of ET for many years. I find
that of all the trade publications I
read, as far as a technician's view-
point is concerned. that you have
the most comprehensive magazine in
the industry. Therefore, I was a little
surprised to read your "Formula
Kick" editorial in the April issue. This
pro and con licensing argument is
of course getting quite old and badly
maligned but the facts involved in the
case, and the need, do not change.
All those who oppose licensing con-
tinually and repeatedly fall back on
the argument of self-governing, self -
certifying, self -policing and self-clean-
ing as the great cure. Unfortunately,
the people at whom licensing is di-
rected never joined an association and
never self -license, self -govern, self -
certify, self -police of self -clean them-
selves and you will find that the BBB
in almost all communities, even though
they have publicly opposed licensing
many times, admit themselves that
the same people do the same cheating
year after year.

Unfortunately, self-control and con-
science do not motivate these individ-
uals whatsoever. On the other hand,
if they stood to lose a license to
operate this dishonest business, it
would motivate them into either going
out of business or becoming honest.

Again, I don't disagree with your
editorial except for the fact that in
opposing licensing, the only solution
you or anyone else who opposes it
has to offer is self -policing. During
the 20 years I have spent in this
industry, self -policing has not worked
and I see no reason in the next 20
years why it would be any different.
Furthermore. I don't think that any-
one in the industry, no matter how
violently he is opposed to licensing.
could produce any evidence that would
alter these facts.

Again, those who support licens-
ing intelligently do not offer it as
a panacea, nor do we even hint that
it is, but it is far better than nothing
and has proven to be so in all areas
where it has been put into force.

I think the record of its actions
speaks for itself.

GREGORY BARKOUKIS
NEA/OJT Coordinator

National Electronics Assoc.
859 Coburn St.
Akron, Ohio 44311

. . . Your April Editor's Meino,
"Formula Kick," was sent to me by
one of my associates: I could not
agree with you more!

It is indeed heartening to find at
least one writing man in our service
publishing field who is ready, willing
and able to speak out forthrightly
about this licensing regulation phobia.

I and my associates have for years
fought licensing in Illinois, and it has
always been our belief that it is wrong,
unworkable, and where it has been
put in-against the apathy of those
most affected and by legislators with
one eye on the ballot box-that over
the long pull it became nothing but an-
other nail in the coffin designed for
the "free enterprise" system, under
which this country grew straight and
strong.

And also where its proponents
would have you believe that it did
work miracles of self -enforcing honesty
and morality, over the long pull,
all that it did accomplish was to sweep
the "hot shots" under the rug, who
could and will work the licensing
gambit for all it is worth, as a merit
badge to really steal legitimately.

If all the fellows who have worked
so enthusiastically to push for this
through the years had put their
energies into the channels of raising
the sights of their fellow technicians,
and spent their money in this activity,
we all would have been much further
along in the public esteem.

HOWARD WOLFSON, Secretary
ARTS of Illinois

25 E. Congress Parkway
Chicago, Ill.

 The fact is, although it has inde-
pendently commented on the subject
from time to time, ET has never taken
a hard-nosed position for or against
licensing per se-and does not intend
to-since it is devoted entirely to
upgrading the technical and business
know-how of service -dealers and tech-
nicians.-Ed.

Needs AMC Schematic
I think your "Letters to the Editor"

columns are a wonderful source of in-
formation. I need a schematic for an
AMC radio, model 7TAF. Apparently
the manufacturer is out of business
and I can't get one. Can any reader
help me? Answer via ET.

ANDRES A. VINENT
Fayetteville, N.C.
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New low cost.

New ease of operation.

No waiting. No warm-up.
No adjustments.

Brightest patterns in the industry.

MODE.. 1242 SOLID STATE COLOR GENERATOR

OFF CC 1C1

GUN I* Lt ER

I I
PA -TERN

The *g1242 Color Generator is all buOne$$
There's nothing else like it. The all -new
B&K 1242 represents the highest state of
the art today. Go ahead ard compare it;
it's unique.

U:trastaole solic-state circuits make
artiqJated -eating eleme n1s unnecessary.
The 1242 works ins:antly in all service

enviiconments- no waiting. no warm-up,
no adiust-rients. Other units have up to
3 times as many frort panel cortrols. For
ease of operation, the 1242 has just two:
colo- level and selector switch. It
prov des Jots, crosshatch, horizontal or
verti.zal :Ines, and cclor bars. And these
are tie at arpest, brightest patterns in
the industry.

The 1242 handles easily, too. It's the
smallest lightest -weight color generator!
Rugged, le o; it's all steel, with storage

BM( Division of Dynascan Corporation
1801 0'. EeHe Plaine  Chicago, III no's 60613

Where Electronic Innovation Is A Way Of Life

. . . for more details :ircle 106 cn postcard

space for leads. It's transformer powered
and complete with leads. Calls take less
time and you make more money, because
you can go from a cold or hot tuck into
a home and get right to work.

On every count, the pew B&K /242 is
amazing. In time sa%ed, it will pay for
itself in just a few weeks -especially at
this low price: $99.95



"the ANTENNA that captures the RAINBOW"
No two reception areas are alike in the number of stations, UHF and VHF,
station channel frequencies, and signal strengths.
FINCO has developed the Color Spectrum Series of antennas -"Signal Customized" -
to exactly fit the requirements of any given area. There is a mode scientifically designed
and engineered for every area, even the most troublesome, and for all combinations
of signal conditions.
Engineering studies show that a receiving antenna should have mcre gain as channel
frequency is increased -that is, channel 6 more than channel 2, zhannel 13 more than
channel 7, and UHF from channel 14 on up...

1-to compensate for signal strength loss
2-to compensate for down -lead loss
3 - to meet receiver requirements for more signal to operate properly

FINCO Color Spectrum Antennas obtain this frequency depended characteristic through a
newly developed principle of spacing between elements. Gain increases as frequency
increases. This new FINCO engineering break -through, combinec with superior flat
response patterns and unusually high front -to -back ratios, assure the finest COLOR and
B & W reception possible... everywhere.

Write for full information on "Signal Customized" Antennas:

THE FINNEY COMPANY
34 West Interstate Street Dept. 1 10 Bedford, Ohio 44146
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Check this chart -:or the FINCO "SIGNAL CUSTOMIZED" Antenna best suited or your area

STRENGTH OF
UHF SIGNAL

AT RECEIVING/ ANTENNA/ LOCATION

*

Strength of VHF Signal at Receiving Antenna Location

NO VHF

*
VHF SIGNAL

STRONG

*

CS -V3

$10.95

VHF SIGNAL
MODERATE

*

\ U
\

CS -V5 CS -V7

$17.50 $21.95

VHF SI3NAL
WEAK

*

....:

CS -V 0
$35.95

VHF SIGNAL
VERY WEAK

*

NO UHF -
CS -V15 CS -V18

$48.50 $56.50
)

S

UHF SIGNAL
STRONG

CS -111

$9.95

\ \

CS -Al

$18.95
CS -B1

$29.95
CS -C1

$43.95

4,-

CS -C1

$43.95

UHF SIGNAL
WEAK

i

CS -U2
$14.95

?e

11--

CS

$22.95

-______

-A2 CS

$49.95
-B3

-r -

CS -C3

$59.E5
CS -D3

$69.95

>

UHF SIGNAL
VERY WEAK

CS -U3
$21.95

...""-

CS -A3

$30.95

\:Igitle**#

CS

$49.95
-B3

\4171414°11*"..*.

CS -C3

$59.95

\&0"illtw

CS -D3

$69.95

)>>
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NOTE: In addition to the regular 300 ohm models (above), each model is available in a 75 ohm coaxial cable downlead
where this type of insta lation is preferable. These models, designated ' XCS", each cone complete with a compact
behind -the -set 75 ohm to 300 ohm balun-splitter to match the antenna system to the proper set terminals.

... for more details circle 113 on postcard
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ALIGNMENT OSCILLATORS
DESIGNED TO MAKE SERVICING EASIER

BOTH NEW FROM INTERNATIONAL

MODEL 812
(70 KHz - 20 MHz)

The Model 812 is a crystal controlled
oscillator for generating standard

signals in the alignment of IF and
RF circuits. The portable design is

ideal for servicing two-way radios, TV
color sets, etc. This model can be
zeroed and certified for frequency
comparison on special order. Individ-
ual trimmers are provided for each
crystal. Tolerance .001%. Output

attenuators provided. Battery oper-
ated. Bench mount available.

Complete (less crystals) $125.00

Write for catalog

MODEL 814
(70 KHz - 20 MHz)

The Model 814 is identical in size to
the 812. It does not have individual
trimmers for crystals. Tolerance is

.01%. Battery operated. Bench mount
available.

Complete (less crystals) $95.00

Both the Model 812 and Model
814 have positions for 12 crys-
tals and the entire frequency
range is covered in four steps.

INTERNATIONAL.
w- wfw

CRYSTAL MFG. CO., INC.
10 NO. LEE  OKLA. CITY, OKLA. 73102

. . . for more details circle 115 on postcard
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J EDITOR'S
It MEMO

They Must Standardize
Technological changes take place in

the electronics industry at a fantastic
rate. These changes require new serv-
ice techniques and may produce un-
necessary headaches.

One recent change has come with
Motorola's introduction of a transis-
torized color -TV set. If a component
goes bad in the set's audio circuit
board, for example, the technician
merely unplugs the board and returns
it to his supplier who will replace it
for about $6, if the warranty has
expired. Other plug-in circuits-form-
ing the major portion of the receiver-
are replaced in a similar manner at a
slightly greater cost. The cost of re-
placing these boards may frequently
be less than the value of the techni-
cian's time if he replaced the defective
components on the board.

Some technicians have speculated
that the development of modular com-
ponents would endanger their future
livelihood, since a few TV set owners
might attempt to service their receivers
by replacing modules. This is highly
unlikely since the owner would not
know which module is defective. A
technician's skill is needed to deter-
mine which module is causing the
trouble -symptom.

The real danger, however, may
result from the industry's failure to
standardize future modular microcir-
cuits. It is already becoming increas-
ingly difficult to catalog the wide as-
sortment of integrated circuits cur-
rently being developed. Microcircuits
and simple integrated circuits will be
mass produced for modular use in fu-
ture receivers. The nature of these
"beasts" prohibits their repair, and
once they have developed a flaw, they
must be replaced. But will technicians
be able to maintain an adequate in-
ventory if new modular circuits are
designed for every new receiver model
introduced?

In the case of Motorola's new set,
as an example of things to come, a
spokesman acknowledges that the av-
erage service -dealer will probably not
be able to maintain a supply of their
color -TV set's plug-in circuit boards.

Unless the electronics industry be-
gins an immediate program of stand-
ardization, servicing procedures may
become a time-consuming necessity.
The number of house calls may double.
TV sets may sit for days unrepaired.
And technicians may find themselves
working more hours as "delivery boys"
than as technicians.



Getting a hernia and not getting paid for it?

Switch to Elmenco dipped Mylar& paper capacitors
and you won't have to worry about call-backs,
lost profits, broken reputations or broken
anything else.
The only ordinary thing about them is their price.
You get capacitors that meet the requirements of
high -reliability computer and missile systems. You
get capacitors that hold their rating at 125°C
continuous operation. Yet you get them at TV
set prices.
Elmenco dipped Mylar-paper capacitors come in
just about any value you need from .001 mfd to
1.0 mfd. And just about any TV rated voltage you
need, too, from 100V through 1600V.
Ask your Authorized Arco Distributor to put them
on your next order. Without fail.
Tell him you're counting on his support.
(While you're at it, ask about other Elmenco types:
padders and trimmers; high voltage dipped micas.)

Arco Electronics
A Division of Loral Corporation I
Community Drive, Great Neck, N.Y./
Arlington, Texas / Elk Grove Village,
Illinois/ Pasadena, Menlo Park, California.
1-3) CU PONT TRACEMARK.
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Channel Master
smashes the
82 Channel size
barrier!

Deep Fringe

Model 3661-6
Same VHF gain as

Color Crossfire

Model 3610-G

Revolutionary VUtronic design*

electronically interleaves U and V
elements for compact size without

Fringe area Model
3661G has all UHF ele-
ments contained within
the over-all length of
the VHF section

sacrifice of VHF gain.

A VHF only antenna with
exactly the same VHF
gain as the 82 -channel
Model 3661G is also
practically the same
size.

Usual design 82 -channel
antenna would have to
be 34% longer to pro-
vide the same UHF and
VHF gain as Model
3661G Color Crossfire 82

1967, Channel Master Corp., 'Patent Applied For



New Color Crossfire 02
UHF/VHF Antennas plus FM/FM Stereo
Totally new concepts in UHF/VHF design are joined with Channel Master's proven
Crossfire principle to produce the first 82 -channel antennas that meet UHF reception
needs yet also provide unsurpassed VHF gain ... and with no appreciable increase in
over-all size.

Here is another example of a major development from Channel Master Laboratories
where, as always, leadership begins with research.

Until now, antenna manufacturers have created
combination UHF/VHF antennas by coupling a UHF
section to the front of a VHF antenna. To avoid
costly, unwieldy, and unsightly construction, this
has always meant sacrificing VHF gain. Now Chan-
nel Master fills the 82 -channel gain gap with Color
Crossfire 82 antennas designed for metropolitan to
fringe areas where maximum VHF gain is as im-
portant as UHF reception power.

In addition to the famous Channel Master Cross-
fire VHF Proportional Energy Absorption Principle,
these new antennas employ unique series -fed
folded UHF dipoles with carefully engineered di-
mensions so that they literally "disappear" and
operate as a perfect 300 ohm line at VHF frequen-
cies...no "Iossy" couplers required as is the case
with the usual parallel -fed UHF elements.

And, of course, every Color Crossfire 82 antenna
features Channel Master's famous E.P.C. golden
coating and rugged preassembled construction.

VHF
Director

HERE'S THE SECRET
UHF

Director
Low end UHF

1/2

UHF
Cirector

High end UHF

1/2

UHF Phase Center
Controller Insulator

2 UHF Wave -Lengths
overall

VHF
Director

VUtronic design employs unique
dual -function co -linear directors (on
all but three metropolitan models)
serving both UHF and VHF sections.
This permits space -saving inclusion
of the 15 --IF elements into the physi-
cal structure of the full -power VHF
array. The exclusive UHF phase
controller "whiskers" boost UHF
gain by making each full -wave di-
rector the equivalent of two full
wave lengths.

Now the first and only complete line of full VHF Power 82 -channel antennas.

Suburban

36656

Near Fringe

Near Suburban

model
3666G

Far Suburban

Outer Metropolitan Inner Metropolitan

More Channel
Master Crossfire
Series Antennas
have been sold
and are being
sold...than any
other antenna in
the history of
television.

CHANNEL
MASTER

Ellenville, N.Y.

AUGUST 1967
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Making TV and FM Absorption Traps
Television and FM receivers are specially designed

to reject unwanted signals. Occasionally, however, in areas
where undesirable signals are extremely strong, a problem
may appear. For example, adjacent channel interference
may occur in areas where a customer wishes to watch a
distant station and there is a local station on an adjacent
channel. Although correct antenna orientation and selective
tuning will usually help, the unwanted signal may still
cause interference. In such cases, a tuned trap will usually
solve the problem.

RF interference is another problem that sometimes
presents itself. This type interference usually occurs in
areas where the set is located "next door" to a TV or FM
transmitter. These particular circumstances can cause
interference on several or all TV channels. On an FM re-
ceiver, spurious signals may be received at several spots on
the dial, or in extreme cases, block out several or all FM
stations.

In solving problems of an interference nature, it is
often desirable to attenuate (or reject) a specific frequency
or band of frequencies. In most cases, this can be done
by simply installing an absorption trap on the antenna
lead-in. Such traps may be quickly constructed by using
a section of 300-flat ribbon transmission line, terminated
on one end by a small trimmer capacitor. The other end
of the trap is short-circuited for trapping VHF signals;

CERAMIC TRIMMER
1.5- 28 pf TYPE A (VHF)

SHORTED

TYPE B (UHF)
OPEN

whereas for UHF, the other end is open -circuited as shown
in the illustrations.

Lengths of 300n line for typical traps follow: (Tuning
trimmer capacitance range in all cases is 1.5 to 28pf.)

Channels
Ch. 2-6 and FM
Ch. 7-13
Ch. 14-50
Ch. 51-83

Length "L"
8in. VHF Type A
3in. VHF Type A
5in. UHF Type B
3in. UHF Type B

These traps are installed by taping them to the 300n
antenna lead-in. The effectiveness of the trap is controlled
by several factors:

1. Position of the trap along the lead-in: The trap sets
up a standing wave at the trapped frequency in the
lead-in wire to the receiver. The trap should be moved
along the lead-in until the optimum trap placement is
found, remembering to retune the variable trimmer.
2. Physical length of the trap: The length (dimension
"L") may be varied and the trimmer adjusted accord-
ingly. A longer trap tends to be "broad band."
3. Coupling of the trap to the line: For effective oper-

V12

2413
L5133

DMVER im

ation it is necessary that the trap be installed against
flat 300n lead-in. After final adjustment the trap can
be held in place by paper or vinyl tape. A convenient
initial adjustment technique is to hold the trap on the

ADJUSTABLE
CERAMIC CAPACITOR

VINYL TAPE 47-i?

5r*
L 300 IL LINE

TRAP
300n line with spring -loaded plastic clothespins. The
clothespins serve as convenient handles during the initial
trimmer adjustment and allow positioning along the
lead in for optimum attenuation.

Practical use of the traps may fall into three categories:
1. A trap for narrow band interfering signals.
2. Trapping a broad band signal like a TV channel.
3. A method for identifying the frequency of an inter-
fering signal in the field.
To reject a narrow band signal, the trap is coupled to

the transmission line and adjusted to the interfering
signal. The trap lengths given in the table will cover the
range of frequencies from 50 to 890MHz. Remember to
position the trap along the lead-in for optimum rejection.

Trap circuits can attenuate a broad band signal (a
strong TV channel) that is interfering with a weaker
channel. Because the trap will have a pronounced effect
on the channel to which it is tuned it is very important
to check the performance of the receiver on the "trapped"
channel, with and without the trap in place. In particular,
a color TV should be checked with a color program. If
undue effect is noticed, it may be necessary to "broad
band" the trap circuit. This may be done in one of two
ways: by increasing the length "L" of the trap and readjust-
ing the trimmer or alternatively, by loading the trap with
a resistor, typically 10K. Courtesy RCA Victor

ADMIRAL
Radio Phono Chassis 5V6, -6A and 5W6-Output Transistor Rapiaornant

A stud -mounted type output transistor, 57C6-14, was
used in early production, and is no longer available. A
replacement kit consists of a 57C6-10 transistor, an insulat-
ing wafer and two plastic screws stocked under the original
part number 57C6-14. The aluminum heat sink in which
the original transistor was mounted also contains holes
for the 57C6-10, but they are not tapped. This can be
done easily with a 6-32 thread -cutting screw (1A51-4-24).
The transistor must be mounted only with the furnished
plastic screws. Do not use metal screws for this purpose.
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CANADIAN GENERAL ELECTRIC
Color TV Model M663-Audio Trouble

There have been reports of audio problems that can
be caused by bad lead dress in the audio circuit.

The leads of C313 and C306 have been found to be
in contact with the envelope of the 12BF11 audio output
tube. The transfer of heat will cause distortion.

The solution, of course, is to bend the capacitors away
from the envelope so they are no longer in contact.

Color TV-New Picture Tube Type
At present there are two types of 25in. color tubes

used in Canadian G -E sets. The only differences are
as follows:

Characteristics
Heater current
G1 cutoff at 440v G2
Over-all length

25AP22A 25SP22
0.8a 1.3a
-95 to -190 -75 to -167
20.924 =0.375 21.123 =0.375

It can be seen that both tubes are interchangeable.
There is one small modification - R124, the 0.0852.

RIO,
1K

40

TO"J'

R'59
R 10J TO "E. ISOK
755100+400V

4400V

T IDI

WWEILA
,20v TAP
TAPE TO RED
BLK LEAD

RED:BLK

5/02

ON.VOL

BYPASS WHEN
USING 25SP22

3W resistor should be bypassed by a piece of buss wire
when you use the 25SP22, the buss wire is removed
if you replace a 25SP22 with a 25AP22A. The resistor is
located under the chassis near the power transformer.

GENERAL ELECTRIC
Color TV Chassis KC-Changing HV Regulator Tube Type

Regardless of the type of service being dcne on the
KC chassis color TV, the high voltage regulator tube V17,
with white printed code (white branding) is to be changed
to a new type, as shown. Tubes having a yellow code and
branding are not to be changed. Chassis stamped EN378
or higher do not require this change.

This tube type change should be performed regardless
of whether the TV is in or out of warranty. The old tube
removed from the chassis is to be tagged with customer's
name and address, along with the model and serial number
of the TV set. Return the tagged tube to the nearest G -E
TV distributor for credit or exchange.
For 6EA4 use 6EH6
For 6EF4 use 6EJ4
For 6LC6 use 6LH6

After installing the tube, attach one of the new tube
type labels (packed with the tube) to the rear wall of the
HV compartment and the other label to the outside of
the cabinet back near the top. The information on the
label will then indicate to anyone subsequently servicing
receiver that the new type tube has been installed.

I
Swingin'

Combo

for

Top

Performance!

NJ C"=,g.E.r:

SEMI -AUTOMATIC

NEW SENCORE SM112B

SERVICE MASTER VP/M1VOM
Here it is - the third generation of Sencore's
famous Service Master - the two -in -one profes-
sional instrument that saves your time, speeds
your service work, puts extra profits in your
pocket.

 Just one function switch, one range switch
and one probe provide all functions of
VTVM and VOM.

 Voltage, current and resistance in 33 ranges
- for acct.rate measurements anywhere,
anytime.

 VTVM operates from 115v AC for precise
bench or lab work; battery powered VOM
gives you a 5000 ohms per volt meter.

 Lighted arrows automatically indicate VTVM
scales.

 Large, easy -to -read 6 -inch two percent
meter covers all measurements.

 Handsome new styling in tough, vinyl -clad
stee' case.

 Optional high voltage probe attaches for
measuring up to 30,000 volts DC.

So why use two when one will do - the new
Sencore SM1123. Truly professional $19.95
quality, and still only
High Voltage Probe HP118 $7.95

1\J CD 1=1
NO I MANUFACTURER OF ELECTRONIC AIAJNI.ENANCE EQUIPMENT

426 SOUTH WESTGATE DRIVE. ADDISON. ILLINOIS 60101

... for more details circle 125 on postcard
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3 -Way Combination

FREE SPACE STANDING WAVE

MAGNETIC ANTENNA

zEROS
yOU

IN
R SIGNAL.

Discriminates Between
Desired Signal and
Unwanted Noise!

Here is an antenna with the unique ability to
discriminate between the desired signal and
unwanted noise! A complete absence of minor
lobes and an extremely high front to back
ratio are characteristics of these antennas.
This is made possible by the development of
the Free Space Standing Wave Magnetic
Drive Antenna system (F.S.M.). The out-
standing electrical qualities, combined with
the simplified mechanical construction of this
system yields a total performance package
unparalleled in today's market. 4 models, 60 -

inch to 180 -inch boom, all modestly priced.

UNEXCELLED!
UHF - VHF - FM - COLOR

INVESTIGATE NOW!

4A EkeeteWeef Igoe.
Manufacturers of the TARGET ANTENNA

204 West Florence Street
Toledo, Ohio 43605

TECHNICAL DIGEST

Operate receiver and adjust the HV as instructed in the
KC manual. The marking (or lack of marking) on the HV
shield determines if the HV requires adjustment.

Amplifier Models T20/30 and T60/112-0n/Off 'Pop' Noise
If there is a "pop" in the speaker when the amplifier

is switched on or off, the noise can be eliminated as follows:
Place a 0.047µf 600v capacitor (Cat. No. EA26X10 or

Primary Secondary

Blk-Red

B1 k-Wh

600V

Red-Wh

Red-Yel

Red

Yel

B1 k

equivalent) across the primary winding of the amplifier
power transformer.

The addition of this 0.047 capacitor will greatly reduce
the amplitude of the "pop." Late production amplifiers
had this capacitor installed at the factory.

MAGNAVOX
Record Player Motor Pulley Adapters for 50Hz Operation

From time to time we have requests on how a Magna-
vox record player can be modified to operate in areas
where only a 50Hz power source is available. Most recent
record players can be adapted to provide proper turntable
speed on a 50Hz supply by installation of a motor pulley
adapter which fits over the existing pulley on the motor.
These motor pulley adapters are available from your
"Magna -Par" parts depot. Here's a list of the adapters and
the record players on which they can be used.

Record player model numbers
W603-01 through W603-05, W603-07 &
W603-08 (using non -synchronous
4 coil, 4 pole type motor) 170573-1

W603 (all versions except those listed
above) and W607 all versions (using
non -synchronous 2 coil, 4 pole motor) 170574-1

W604, W620, W621, W622 all versions
(using synchronous 4 coil, 4 pole motor) 170572-1

W615 all versions except W615-06,
W615-07, W615-08 & W615-15 523711-5

Use 50Hz pulley

W617-03 only 52640
(VM Part No.)

*W615-06, 07, 08 & 15 versions use a motor with an ac
overwind for power to the amplifier and cannot be
adapted to 50Hz operation.

... for more details circle 124 on postcard
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Here it is! The brand-new 1968 ecition of the world's mos
famous catalog of electronic equipment.

 518 pages, including the complete Knight -Kit Catalog-
picturing, describing and pricing thousands of items-the
most complete inventory ever assembled of hi-fi, radios,

pe recorders, CB, electronic equipment, parts and tools-
at money -saving low prices.
You'll want your own personal cppy of the Allied Catalog.

It's free. So tear off, fill out, and mail a card. Dc it now!

NO MONEY DOWN -24 MONTHS TO PAY!
Low Monthly Payments to fit your budget.

NAME -PLEASE PRINT

ADDRESS

STATE

FILL THIS CARD OUT-MAIL IT NOW!

WORLD'S LARGEST SELECTIONS. SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK

NAME -PLEASE PRINT

ADCRESS

CST'

STATE
28H

ZIP

FILL THIS CARD OUT-MAIL IT NOW!

/.ALL/ED
1968 CATALOG

DO A FRIEND A FAVOR-give him this card to send for his FREE ALLIED CATALOG
WORLD'S LARGEST SELECTIONS. SATISFACTION

GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK



RUSH THIS CARD TODAY!
for your

fi LEG ER oNE ,gee

1.1&1g

19L6LLA

CATALOG

RUSH THIS CARD TODAY!
for your

Why Buy by Mail from

/.ILL/ED?
Each year Allied fills more than a
million orders by mail. Only the com-

plete facilities of the world's largest electronics supply
house can satisfy all the needs of hi-fi enthusiasts, CB
users, engineers, "Hams" and experimenters.

WORLD'S LARGEST SELECTIONS
Imagine shopping for hi-fi where you can select from every
model of 15 major manufacturers of receivers, tuners and
amplifiers, 14 brands of tape recorders, 7 makes of turn-
tables, nearly 100 speakers from a dozen manufacturers.
Plus similar choices in every area of electronics-CB and
Ham, test equipment, kits (including Knight -Kits), parts,
supplies ... almost anything you want.
MANY PRODUCTS NOT AVAILABLE ANYWHERE ELSE
As the world's largest supplier of electronics, Allied can
afford to stock thousands of items not available elsewhere.
In addition, many products are specially -designed and built
to our specifications.

FIRST WITH THE LATEST FOR 47 YEARS
We have always been the first to offer the latest develop-
ments in electronics, as you will see when you receive your
new 1968 catalog from Allied.

WE QUALITY -TEST WHAT WE SELL
Among all electronics supply houses, only Allied has a
continuous program of quality -testing to assure you that
everything you buy meets the highest standards.

COUNT YOUR SAVINGS AT ALLIED
You always get the lowest prices at Allied. Check Allied
prices and compare. Look for the special values-available
only when you shop in the Allied catalog.

IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
There's no delay when you deal with the world's largest
electronics supply house. Orders are filled promptly-usu-
ally the day they're received.

NO MONEY DOWN - UP TO TWO YEARS TO PAY
You don't need cash at Allied. Make "add-on" purchases-
even though you are already paying for something else.
It's easy to be a credit customer at Allied.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK
You can buy with confidence from Allied. We guarantee
satisfaction or your money back.

ENJOY "EASY -CHAIR" SHOPPING
Shopping's easy at Allied. More ac-
curate, too! You always know
exactly what you get. And what a
choice! A selection of merchandise
so vast that no store could ever
assemble and stock it all.
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The State of
Solid -State The Fairchild µA702A IC (in the foreground)

replaces the components shown out of focus
in the background.

Solid-state technology surges upward to ultimate levels with microintegrated 'chips'

TEKLAB
REPORT

 For many years electron tubes
have provided the only practical de-
tectors and amplifiers. Until tran-
sistors were developed, electronic
equipment manufacturers depended
entirely on electron tubes. But it has
been obvious for some time that the
trend has turned toward solid-state
electronic circuitry and very few
"crystal-ballers" would even hazard
a guess regarding the "end of de-
velopments" in this area.

Transistors and solid-state diodes
have largely replaced tubes in
radios, TVs, hearing aids, digital
computers, test instruments and a
wide variety of industrial electronic
products.

Semiconductors-and especially
microintegrated packages-are re-
ducing the size and weight of most
electronic equipment used in the
home, in industry and in space ex-
ploration.

During the first quarter of 1967,
for example, sales of receiving tubes
to original electronic manufacturers
(OEMs) reached 59 million units
-a decline of 17.5 percent from

sales of 72 million units during the
same period in 1966.

Total receiving tube sales were
also off 14.5 percent-at 95 mil-
lion units-during the first three
months of this year.

Declines were shown in other re-
ceiving tube market areas. Sales
for renewal purposes decreased 9.8
percent to reach 27 million units
and direct sales to the government
were down 9.3 percent.

Some reasons why transistors
have many advantages over tubes
ate as follows:

1. "Small -signal" transistors are
about the size of an eraser on the
end of a pencil and take up less
space than tubes. Power transistors
are about the size of a quarter.

2. Power consumption is small.
Transistors and solid-state diodes
do not require filaments. Their
voltage needs are only a fraction of
tube requirements. When used in
portable equipment the units are
smaller and lighter in weight. Op-
erating costs are lower. Less heat
is generated in most applications.
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Solid -State . . .

3. No warm-up time is required.
Solid-state equipment operates in-
stantly when switched on.

4. Solid-state construction in a
single compact unit eliminates mov-
ing or floating parts making them
rugged when used in portable equip-
ment.

5. Transistors have a longer life
expectancy and can be easily water-
proofed with a plastic shell which
allows them to be operated in damp
environments and even under water.

6. Transistors can provide more
flexibility in circuit designs and
circuits are frequently more simple
than tube circuits-requiring fewer
components.

Although the basic troubleshoot-
ing approach to solid-state circuits
is the same as with electron tube
circuits, the specific procedures re-
quire entirely different techniques.
Solid-state circuits must not be com-
pared with electron tube circuits-
we must think solid-state!

More care must be exercised
when servicing solid-state circuits to
prevent additional problems because
of careless application of test in-
struments-especially when using
metal probes. A momentary short
or overload can destroy a transistor
or other component in the circuit.

As in tube circuits, the over-all
troubleshooting approach is "logical
deduction through knowledge of
circuit operation." And technicians
must apply their knowledge of solid-
state circuit operation to master
these circuits successfully.

Solid -State Test Instruments

Solid-state VTVMs, with self-
contained power supplies and hav-
ing a 1.5v full scale, are now being
manufactured. Small potentials as

POWER

of,

yire4-<%2Z

FM -STEREO
MULTIPLEX GENERATOR
M

C N.Ahht1

AUDIO

RW1110

A.INLJAYOl

MONO
.7 KC

AUDIO COMPOSITE

001.01

s,1110 101(C

Hickok FM/stereo multiplex generator model 727.

LEFT SIGNAL

Not.

el

PEAT MOT smut

6 OE o
[HANNELIZO

OF"'

OIr .,E4.0
NO

...

oh

Sencore's Mr11 solid-state stereo generator.

low as 0.025v can be measured with
these instruments. This feature is
extremely useful when measuring
the base -to -emitter bias-ranging
from 0.1 to 0.6v with germanium
and silicon transistors-when trou-
bleshooting transistorized circuits.
These meters are protected against
damage from accidental overload.
The high input impedance of these
VTVMs prevent circuit loading
which may cause damage to a tran-
sistor or other circuit component.

Solid-state signal -injection and
-tracer instruments have also been
designed to check transistor radios.

RF

001pul

Servicing solid-state equipment
by signal -tracing and signal -injection
is the most effective way to isolate
defective stages in solid-state equip-
ment. With this type of test instru-
ment, either the signal -tracing or
signal -injection method can be used.
When signal -tracing, the instrument
is set up as a receiver. Signals in
the RF, IF and audio stages are
picked up with the probe, amplified,
then converted into an audible
signal which is monitored by the
test instrument's speaker.

When signal -injection methods
are used, the tester is set up as an
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138K's solid-state color generator model 1242.

Amphenol's solid-state millivolt "Commander," model 870.

RF or audio generator. Signals are
injected and the radio's speaker is
used as an indicator. When signal -
tracing, the usual method is to begin
with the defective set's RF stage
and work toward the speaker. With
signal -injection, the reverse proce-
dure is used-starting at the speaker
and working backward toward the
RF stage.

FM/stereo broadcasting and re-
ceiving is rapidly gaining public in-
terest. Standard FM broadcasting
will no longer satisfy the millions of
people who have been educated to
fine music and voice reproduction.

The best receivers and associated
equipment cannot give proper re-
sponse if the components are not
properly balanced and aligned.

Rules and regulations set forth
by the FCC require complex re-
ceiver circuitry which is difficult to
service without special test instru-
ments. But special solid-state test
instruments have also been designed
to cope with these problems.

A light -weight, portable, self-con-
tained power supply FM/multiplex
generator can be carried into the
home and it generates a complete
composite FM/multiplex signal in

accordance with FCC specifications.
For more information on these gen-
erators refer to the article series,
"Using Audio Test and Alignment
Instruments," which began in the
March 1967 issue of ELECTRONIC
TECENICIAN.

Solid-state test instruments fulfill
the need for lightweight portable
test instruments.

IC and FET Circuits

Many transistor tuners and receiv-
ers on the market today are subject
to cross modulation-powerful sta-
tions can appear at several points
on the dial-interfering with other
signals which listeners want to re-
ceive. Resistance to cross -modula-
tion is an inherent failing of ordinary
transistor circuits. One solution to
this problem is to use regular tubes
or nuvistors in the front end of an
otherwise all -solid-state tuner. This
hybrid design works well initially,
but is said to defeat its own purpose
eventually, since tubes generate
drift -producing heat and fail more
quickly than transistors. One manu-
facturer claims to have solved this
problem by using field-effect tran-
sistors (FETs). For detailed infor-
mation on FET circuitry, refer to
the article, "Semiconductors from
A to Z," which has been running
in ET since August 1966.

The first FETs made are reported
to have sold for about $30 each
and were considered a curiosity by
design engineers. After a short time,
however, useful applications were
developed for special military equip-
ment. FETs had a very high input
impedance but circuit designers who
had experience only with transistors
found themselves attempting to
apply unfamiliar electron tube
techniques.

Today, the price of FETs has
dropped to only a few dollars.
Various types of field-effect transis-
tors are now available, including
insulated -gate, metal oxide and
even thin-film types. A number of
FET FM receiver front ends have
been developed and the circuit of
one of these is shown in Fig. 1.

Integrated circuits are now being
used more widely. They can be ap-
plied to regenerate the 3.58MHz
subcarrier in color TV sets. At
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Fig. 1-Diagram of the
Scott FM tuner front-end

which employs three
FET and one conventional

transistor.

Fig. 2-Schematic of voltage -controlled crystal oscillator using the
Fairchild µA703C IC.

present, three methods are used:
(1) The voltage controlled crystal
oscillator in an automatic phase con-
trol (APC) loop, (2) The injection -
locked crystal oscillator, (3) The
narrow bandpass crystal ringing
circuit.

Two of the aforementioned
methods are shown in Fig. 2 and
Fig. 3. The IC and associated
circuitry for a voltage controlled
crystal oscillator is shown in Fig. 2.
The IC and associated circuitry for
an injection -locked crystal oscillator
that is basically similar to the volt-
age -controlled oscillator is shown in
Fig. 3. Except for the smaller ratio
of Cl and C2-allowing for addi-
tional voltage drop of the burst
transformer impedance in the feed-
back loop-the output tuned circuit
is the same.

SIO

T T
"CO

..0

MIS

LOW OUT

NIGH IN

6 mA

COLOR BURST
TRANSFORMER

C3 NI

7.2k

LOW IN

-

0.01

3579 545 4F1:-Il

=29 ph

0.01

R,
2.74

CI
75

C2 mim
470 I

Fig. 3-Schematic of injection -locked crystal oscillator using the Fair-
child µA703C IC.

Solid -State Home Entertainment
Equipment

Most manufacturers today are ex-
tending their lines of equipment
containing transistors, microelec-
tronic and integrated circuits. This
includes color and B/W TV, con-
sole stereo, portable phonographs,
tape recorders and tape players.

One company has a color TV and
a color TV/radio/ phono combina-
tion with an IC in the picture ampli-
fier circuits.

A console stereophonic Hi Fi
phono has an IC in its FM limiter
stage.

A new remote -control transmitter
has an integrated circuit.

The same company claims to
have 85 percent of its radio line
fully solid-state.

Another company has already
introduced a line of solid-state color
TV receivers-believed to be the
first sets of their kind to be mar-
keted in this country. These re-
ceivers also employ ICs.

As previously made clear, solid-
state transistor products operate
cooler than electron tube versions-
an advantage which extends the life
potential of components and
promises greater reliability over
tube sets.

ET'S TEKLAB is extending its in-
vestigation into solid-state trou-
bleshooting and repair techniques.
It is recommended that all service -
dealers and technicians review
previous articles on this subject and
follow closely forthcoming articles
which deal with solid-state develop-
ments and servicing methods. 
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UNDERSTANDING
MODERN AGC CIRCUITS

Learn some of the 'service -secrets' that separate the 'men' from the 'boys'

 The fourth article of this series
(ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN, July
1967) explored some general and
particular considerations concern-
ing troubleshooting modern keyed
AGC circuits-tube and solid-state.

It was also pointed out that a
special "viewpoint" was necessary
before these circuits could be re-
paired rapidly enough to satisfy
present-day TV owner demands
and meet competitive standards now
being established by an increasing
number of alert and progressive
service -dealers.

Perhaps it would be helpful to
repeat: use your intelligence (it's
also called common sense) when
approaching any service problem-
and this includes modern AGC serv-
ice problems.

The Modus Operandi
In the previous article it was

made clear that an AGC system is
but cne circuit in a closed -loop
"chain" composed of individual,
interdependent, interactive links. It
was also indicated that the entire
loop must be "seen" and considered
in -total when diagnosing trouble -
symptoms as revealed by the CRT
screen or the speaker. But we did
not suggest that the total loop be
considered as one solid, elaborate,
complicated and formidable maze
which, according to the views of
some, was designed especially by the
engineers to frustrate hard-working
technicians.

The modus operandi of trouble-
shooting AGC circuits-the manner
in which you work-is the same for
all types of electronic circuitry: in

most cases it involves common-sense
techniques and proper test instru-
ments. To state it another way, it
requires knowledge of the equipment
and logical thinking. It's as simple
as finding a needle in a hay-stack-
by using a hundred -thousand -gauss
electromagnet!

As every skilled technican knows,
three of the five inherent human
senses-sight, touch and smell-
can reveal clues that lead directly
to a rapid solution to most elec-
tronic circuit problems.

Observe the "old pro" in action
at the service bench for a moment.
He has just placed a chassis on its
sade, with the "guts" showing and
the set is switched on. In a cool,
relaxed and confident manner, he
pokes his nose close to the chassis
innards and literally "sniffs around"
-like a bird-dog circling through
quail cover. He looks closely for
tell -tale charred or broken or heat -
discolored resistors. He cautiously
feels a few resistors or power tran-
sistors with a forefinger.

When he locates one or more
resistors that are obviously burned
open, discolored or overheating, he
looks for the cause: a shorting tube
or defective transistor, a leaking
capacitor or possibly some other
cause and he may briefly refer to a
schematic of the equipment. At any
rate, the fault is quickly confirmed
by a VOM, VTVM, a scope, an
in -circuit transistor or capacitor
tester. He may replace one or more
defective components and the job is
done. Skilled bench technicians fre-
quently troubleshoot and repair a
very large percentage of ailing TV
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Fig. 1-The loop in which the AGC keyer unit is but one link in an interdependent chain.

sets by using these simple methods.
But a substantial number of prob-

lems do not yield to these trouble-
shooting techniques. These problems
usually arise because of subtle shifts
in circuit -component tolerances-
sudden changes in resistance and
capacitor values, small leakages in
capacitors, intermittently defective
tubes, transistors, capacitors, resis-
tors, coils and solder connections.
These are the problems that often
become time consuming for unskilled
and inexperienced technicians-
these are the "hair -pulling" prob-
lems that separate the "men" from
the "boys" in the troubleshooting
area of electronics.

As repeatedly stated in previous
articles, the first step in servicing
any equipment is to localize the
problem to one specific area of the
equipment-one particular circuit.
Since the AGC system is one "link"
in a closed -loop "chain" our first
step here is to determine if the
problem is in the AGC link or
some other link in this loop (see
Fig. 1).

In tube circuits particularly, we
stated that the best way to determine
whether or not the fault is in the
AGC circuit or elsewhere, is to sub-
stitute a variable bias supply. And

this also holds true in most cases
with solid-state circuits. But remem-
ber that "forward-AGC" is fre-
quently employed in solid-state AGC
circuitry and, depending on the tran-
sistors and circuitry used, the polar-
ity of the AGC voltage may be
either positive or negative with re-
spect to ground. If you are not up-
to-date on your transistor theory,
study the comprehensive article,
"Semiconductors from A to Z,"
which has been running in ELEC-
TRONIC TECHNICIAN for more than
a year.

Now let's stop the philosophizing
and generalizing, get our dogs before
the guns, and see what specific game
we can flush up.

To the Point
The schematic in Fig. 2 shows

a forward-AGC transistor circuit
which provides a positive voltage
on the AGC buss. This circuit is
used in Motorola's TS458 chassis.

The following checks on the AGC
system are recommended to deter-
mine if the fault is in the system or
elsewhere:

1. Set the tuner between channels
(no signal). Measure the voltage
at test -point (TP) "A." It should
be 2.5v. With the tuner set on a

medium -strength station, the poten-
tial should be close to 4.5v.

2. Measure the voltage at TP "B."
It should be about 33v with no signal
and approximately 15v with a me-
dium -strength station tuned in.

3. Measure the voltage at TP "C."
It should be near 3.2v with no signal
and about 5v with a strong signal.
It should be noted, however, that
the voltage at TP "C" will vary
with the setting of the AGC delay
control, R405.

If the voltages are not within
the aforementioned tolerances under
the stated conditions, the next move
is to determine if the AGC gate
transistor (Q11) can function prop-
erly-can be "keyed" on and off:

To turn Q11 off, short its emitter
and base. The voltages at TP "A,"
"B" and "C" should then be the
same as they were when the tuner
was set between channels (no
signal) as previously stated in steps
1, 2 and 3-2.5, 33 and 3.2v re-
spectively.

To turn Q11 on, short the emitter
and base of the 1st video amplifier,
04. The voltages at TP "A," "B"
and "C" should now read 6, 2 and
13v respectively-about the same as
when a very strong signal is being
received.
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Fig. 2-Keyed AGC system in Motorola's transistorized TS458 chassis.

If these steps check out OK as
indicated, you will then know that
the entire AGC network is function-
ing properly and your problem-
horizontal bending and overloading,
for example-is probably being
caused by a fault in the IF section,
the video detector or the video out-
put circuit.

We should remind ourselves at
this point of a few important func-
tional details regarding this partic-
ular keyed AGC circuit. A thorough
understanding of how it functions
will make troubleshooting much
easier.

When the tuner is set between
channels (no signal), the AGC gate
(Q11) is reverse biased by the low
collector voltage of the 1st video
amplifier (Q4). This transistor
(Q4) produces a large voltage drop
across R403 which causes the base
of Q11 to be negative with respect
to its emitter-thus reverse biasing
its emitter/base junction and pre-
venting conduction.

When a TV signal is tuned in,
the diode video detector (not shown
in the schematic) feeds a negative -
going video signal, plus a certain
amount of dc, to the base of Q4
which drives it toward cutoff. This
decreases Q4's collector current and

0+ 33V

the voltage drop across R403 also
decreases. This will cause the volt-
age on the base of 011 to become
more positive with respect to its
emitter. This action will forward -
bias Q11 and allow collector cur-
rent to flow-if we apply a positive
voltage to its collector of sufficient
amplitude to override the 33v on its
emitter. This override voltage is
obtained from a small winding on
the flyback transformer.

Note that the 40v P -P positive -
going flyback pulse is fed to the
anode of the diode, E401, forward -
biasing it and turning it on. This
voltage will cause Q11 to conduct,
in turn charging C402 as follows:

Electron -current will flow from
the plus side of C402 through limit-
ing resistor R406 to the emitter of
Q11, then through E401, the hori-
zontal pulse coil and to the nega-
tive side of C402. This capacitor
charges to a negative value which
is proportional to the amplitude of
the horizontal sync pulses of the
received signal.

When the horizontal pulse is not
present, C402 starts to discharge
but the negative voltage on it re-
verse -biases E401. This prevents
C402 from discharging through the
collector -to -base junction of Q11

forcing it to discharge partially in
a negative -to -positive direction
through R410 and R413.

Note the time cycle of C402 and
associated components. The capaci-
tor charges rapidly through a rela-
tively small resistance but discharges
only partly through a relatively large
resistance. The net result of this
action creates a negative charge on
C402 which makes TP "B" nega-
tive with respect to the 33v supply.
The swing of this negative voltage
is directly proportional to the ampli-
tude of the horizontal sync pulses
which appear at the base of the AGC
gate, Q11, at a given instant.

But wait! We observe that the
design of the IF section requires a
plus bias voltage on its 1st and 2nd
video stages so the forward -bias
between base -and -emitter can be
varied to increase and decrease the
current flow in their collector cir-
cuits (decrease and increase the
collector voltage) to control the
signal strength through forward-
AGC-action.

The AGC amplifier (Q11), a
PNP transistor connected as a com-
mon -emitter, inverts the voltage
180deg and makes it positive. This
additional positive voltage, together
with the 2.25v which already ap-
pears at TP "A," is the AGC voltage
which is coupled to the bases of
Q1 and 02 through current -limiting
resistors R102 and R106.

The AGC delay transistor circuit,
Q25, is designed to turn on and
apply RF AGC just before signal
overload occurs in the tuner.

The proper way to adjust the
RF AGC control (R405) is as
follows:

1. Set the control fully clock-
wise-giving maximum RF AGC
delay.

2. Tune in a medium strength
signal.

3. Turn the AGC delay control
slowly counterclockwise (CCW)
until noise is just visible in the pic-
ture. Then turn the control clock-
wise (CW) until the noise on the
screen just disappears.

Forthcoming articles will deal
with additional troubleshooting
problems in various types of AGC
circuits-both electron tube and
solid-state. 
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SOLID-STATE
TV SERVICING

THE EASY WAY

Fig. 1-Schematic
of the G -E "TA"

power supply.
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Fig. 2-The "old pro" uses a variable ac power
supply to bring up the line voltage slowly
when checking for shorts and overloads.

II It has been made repeatedly
clear that you cannot survive in this
business unless you have a thorough
knowledge of basic solid-state circuit
theory. Many articles - covering
various aspects of this subject -
have already appeared in these
pages. Practical servicing techniques
have been detailed. But forthcoming
articles will explore these areas even
more thoroughly. This article will
deal entirely with practical trouble-
shooting procedures and, although
concentrating on the G -E "TA"
chassis, the fundamental servicing
techniques can be applied to all
comparable solid-state circuitry.

Practical Troubleshooting

The "TA" chassis first came to
our bench "dead" - no raster, no
audio. You may or may not know
that the "TA" chassis has a line-
operated 12v, regulated dc power
supply (see Fig. 1). You would
normally check this supply first
when confronted with the previously
mentioned symptoms. And you'll

Fig. 3-Penknife is used to cut
circuit foil and isolate
overloaded section of set.

Fig. 4-024 transistor and Y254 diode are
lifted from heat sink when checking
for shorts in the B+ line.
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find it helpful to use a variable
117vac supply.

Plug the set into the variable ac
supply output. Check the ac line
fuse, F401 (Fig. 1) and the output
fuse, F402. If the ac input fuse is
blown, replace it. And if the dc
output fuse is blown, replace it also.

Now adjust the variable -voltage
transformer to bring the ac line po-
tential slowly up to 120v while using
the old "see, feel and smell" bench
technician's technique. At the same
time, monitor the 12v B+ line to
ground with a VOM. If you have
little or no voltage, switch the set
off.

Disconnect the B+ loads from the
power supply (one at a time) -
switching the set on after each load
has been disconnected. Each load
can be disconnected easily by cutting
the circuit foil (see Fig. 3) with a
sharp penknife, razor blade, etc.
Observe if the B+ rises to 12v. If
the B+ is still not correct when all
loads have been disconnected, then
the trouble is either in the voltage
regulator or the power supply.

Now try to obtain correct B+
voltage by adjusting R405 (see Fig.
1). If this does no good, check Q20,
the error amplifier and 021, the
regulator transistor on an in -circuit
transistor tester. If they check OK,
all you have left is the zener diode,
Y403. If you don't have a zener
diode tester, substitute the suspected
zener with a known -good one.

These regulator circuits can have
a very fast control response - fast
enough, in fact, to remove 60 or
120Hz ripple. This regulator acts
like a large filter capacitor and helps
smooth the B+ voltage.

Of course, you can vary this ap-
proach in a number of ways. Sup-
pose, for example, the dc voltage
at the regulator output is lower than
normal but not out altogether. You
suspect that heavier -than -normal
current is being drawn by one of
the loads. In this case, remove the
fast -blow 1.5a fuse (F402 shown in
Fig. 1) and replace it temporarily
with a 0.5a similar -type fast -blow
fuse. Open the line at "A." Insert
a 1 a full-scale meter in the line.
Switch the set on. If the meter reads
much more than 430ma, you will
have some idea of what your prob-

lem is. Of course, you could open
lines at various points in the supply,
including individual output load
points, measuring the current drawn
at each point and probably come
up with all the information you need
to pinpoint the trouble. But be care-
ful you do not burn out the millia-
meter - make initial checks on the
highest scale.

Because Q24, the horizontal out-
put transistor, Y254, the damper
diode and Q19, the vertical output
transistor, have been known to
short, it would be wise to lift and
isolate these from their heat -sink
mounts when checking for a loss or
for extremely low B+ voltage (see
Fig. 4).

Precautions

We believe it would be advisable
at this point to mention some pre-
cautions that should be taken before
attempting to troubleshoot this or
similar -type equipment.

To avoid excessive transient volt-
ages while servicing any part of the
set, use a zener diode connected
from the emitter to the collector of
Q24, the horizontal output transis-
tor. A zener can be used on any
solid-state circuit where expensive
transistors are involved.

Always use a low -wattage de -
soldering iron and heat -sink clips
when removing or installing transis-
tors (see Fig. 5). And the equipment
should be switched off before probes
or leads from test instruments are
connected into any circuit. Also
make sure that all test leads are at
ground potential and momentarily
short each test probe to chassis
ground before making contact with
the test point. Excessive transient
voltage will quickly destroy solid-
state components. An ohmmeter
can be used for checking the forward
and reverse resistance of semicon-
ductors. But make sure that no more
than 1.5v appears across your meter
probes.

Horizontal Section

If the screen of this set does not
light or the raster size is inadequate,
check the 12v B+ first. If the B+
checks OK, then check the voltage

at test -point A. It should be 90v.
If so, this usually means the out-
put transistor is operating properly.
Use your scope to check for proper
operation of the horizontal sweep
section and if this checks out but
the 90v source is not correct, dis-
connect various loads from this sup-
ply until correct voltage appears -
isolating the defective area. Also
check diode Y259.

Now check the amplitude, fre-
quency and shape of the waveform
of the horizontal output drive signal.
The emitter and base leads are dis-
connected for this check and a 1052
resistor is connected between these
leads. The scope is then connected
across this resistor and a 4 to 6v
P -P drive voltage, at the horizontal
sweep rate, should appear at this
point. If the drive signal is correct,
check the components in the hori-
zontal output circuit. An incorrect
drive signal would point to trouble
in the buffer or oscillator stage. A
slight decrease in horizontal sweep
and striations (see Fig. 6) indicate
that damper diode (Y254) has

Fig. S-A desoldering iron and heat -
sink clips are used to remove
and replace transistors.

Fig. 6-This symptom was
caused by an
open damper diode.
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Fig. 9-Schematic of
the IF and AGC sections

of G -E's "TA" chassis. $Z18°08
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opened. Unlike tube sets, this TV
chassis will operate under these con-
ditions but the B+ current will in-
crease about 100ma if Y254 opens.

A scope is a must for checking
vertical and horizontal sweep cir-
cuits in solid-state TV equipment.
All transistors in these circuits are
driven by shaped pulses.

Raster Good, Video
and Audio Absent

A systematic signal injection ap-
proach is recommended to pinpoint
troubles in solid-state TV equip-
ment. To determine if the aforemen-
tioned symptoms are caused by a
defective tuner or IF component,
check B+ and AGC to the tuner.
Inject a modulated IF signal at the
IF link. If the IF test signal passes
through the video IF amplifier, then
the defect is probably in the tuner.
And the RF stage in the tuner may
become inoperative because of too
much or too little AGC voltage.

Fig. 7-Close-up view of miniaturized
VHF tuner frequently used in
compact solid-state TVs.
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Measure the voltages of 01, Q2
and Q3 in the tuner. Check the
transistors on an in -circuit transis-
tor tester. But you'll need eagle
eyes, the steady hands of a brain
surgeon and the patience of Job to
repair these tuners (see Fig. 7).

The ability of the tuner to pass
RF is determined by injecting an
RF sweep signal into the input of the
RF stage. If the RF signal does not
pass through the tuner, check the
oscillator circuit. One easy way to
check the oscillator is to measure
the transistor's emitter and base
voltages while rotating the fine tun-
ing control. If the voltage varies,
the oscillator is operating.

If you find the VHF tuner is
operating properly, check out the
video IF section. Inject a 45MHz
signal (see Fig. 8). The first two
stages of this IF strip are controlled
by forward-AGC. Check the AGC
voltage at this point. If it is not
correct, use a bias box to apply 3v
positive to test point II of the AGC

Fig. 8-Using the "analyst- to
isolate trouble by
signal injection.

81221 - C129
T 1000

0132
1000

(see Fig. 9). If the test signal
now appears on the screen, then the
fault is in the AGC circuit.

The symptoms that appear on the
CRT screen of a defective set can
sometimes be misleading. The pic-
ture shown in Fig. 10, for example,
would lead most technicians to
suspect AGC or sync troubles. This
symptom, however, was caused by
an open 1st IF transistor, Q4.

Continue injecting a test signal
into the IF strip until the test pat-
tern appears on the screen - right
on up to the video detector. Then
switch the "analyst" to a video sig-
nal and trace right up to the con-
trol grid of the CRT.

AGC and Sync Sections

The AGC circuits of this set are
composed of a keyer stage, followed
by a dc amplifier that controls the
gain of the 1st and 2nd IF stages.
A second dc amplifier controls the

continued on page 80

lig. 10-This symptom looked like
AGC or sync trouble but was caused by
an open 1st IF transistor, Q4.
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Part three of a

TEKLAB
REPORT

test instrument series

Fig. 1-The basic makeup
of a squarewave with
all elements in phase.

Using Audio
Test and Alignment Instruments
Combine a sine/squarewave generator with a good scope for faster and more efficient servicing

 Two previous articles in this
series covered multiplex signal gen-
erator applications.

Sine/squarewave generators can
also be used effectively to locate
defective circuits in medium and
wideband amplifiers. The square -
wave generator, in conjunction with
your scope, can be a valuable instru-
ment combination for troubleshoot-
ing audio amplifiers.

It should be pointed out here that
the price you would pay for a sine/
squarewave generator depends on
the amount of audio service you do
and how much you can afford to
spend. A rule -of -thumb here indi-
cates that you should spend as much
as you can afford.

The only requirements that must
be met by the sine/squarewave gen-
erator is good rise time (about

0.5p.sec or better) and a frequency
variable between 60Hz and 25kHz.
Generators in this category are also
available in kit form. Most genera-
tors cover the entire frequency
range (both sine and squarewave)
from 20Hz to 100 or 200kHz in
four or five bands.

As most of us know, a theoreti-
cally perfect squarewave is made up
of an infinite series of odd harmonic
sinewaves (1st, 3rd, 5th, etc.).

The basic makeup of a square -
wave is shown in Fig. 1. All odd -
numbered harmonics are shown in
the in -phase relationship-each
sinewave cycle. To develop the
squarewave as shown it is necessary
to draw a number of vertical lines
through the squarewave and to add,
algebraically (observing polarity),
the magnitudes of the sinewaves

along this vertical line. For simplic-
ity, we will only consider harmonic
content to the 9th harmonic.

At "Al," for example, we have
algebraically added the fundamen-
tal, 3rd, 5th, 7th and 9th harmonics
with the resultant summation of
wave magnitudes along a large
number of vertical "check" lines to
obta,n the squarewave.

When a squarewave is sent
through an amplifier it is equal to
using a number of test frequencies
simultaneously. If the resultant
squarewave trace on the scope is not
misformed in any respect at various
frequencies, then we can say the
amplifier response is flat over a wide
range of frequencies. If the square -
wave frequency is 100Hz, the ampli-
fier response is good up to about
900Hz to 1.1kHz.
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Test Setup

Although the test setup shown
on the previous page does not pic-
ture it, the Precision model E310
sine/squarewave generator was
used in these tests. It should also
be noted that the output impedances
of the generator and amplifier must
be matched. Keep leads short. Al-
low the amplifier and test instru-
ments to warm for about 15min.

1. Set the generator controls and
switches as follows:
WAVEFORM switch to SINE

RANGE switch to 50-600
OUTPUT LEVEL control to ap-

proximately 50
OUTPUT to XI
2. Connect the ground binding

post of the generator to the ampli-
fier ground-the other output post
to the amplifier input.

3. The output of the amplifier
may be measured with any high
impedance ac measuring instrument
with flat response over the antici-
pated range. A VTVM equipped
with ac measuring facilities may be
used; however, a scope equipped
with a low capacity probe is one of
the most useful high impedance in -

Fig. 4-Curve
obtained by de

pressing the low
frequency com-
ponents in the

squarewave.

A

100Hz

SQUARE

WAVE

I kHz

SQUARE

WAVE

B

Fig. 3-Squarewave patterns at various frequencies.

struments available to technicians.
We will then assume that a scope is
connected directly across the ampli-
fier output (the speaker voice coil
or to the plate circuit of the last
amplifier).

4. Set the generator tuning dial
to 60Hz, for example, and adjust
the gain of the scope and the output
of the generator to obtain a good
sized sine pattern on the scope
screen. Keep in mind that the gen-
erator output should be maintained
at minimum-consistent with oper-
ating conditions-to minimize the
possibility of overloading the ampli-
fier and introducing false indications
of distortion.

Use the OUTPUT LEVEL control to
set the maximum output desired
from the generator and then use the
OUTPUT switch to reduce the genera-
tor output.

5. Note the total height of the
sine pattern on the scope screen by
counting the number of vertical
squares it occupies on the scope's
calibrated crosshatch mask (P -P
measurement).

6. Without touching any other
controls or switches, merely rotate
the tuning dial of the generator to

200 and note the difference, if any,
in the height of the sine pattern on
the scope.

7. Repeat the procedure for as
many frequency points as required
to display the curvature of the
amplifier response, using the P -P
sinewave amplitude readings as indi-
cated on the scope's cross hatch
mask.

Squarewave Generator
Amplifier Checks

Amplifier distortion can be classi-
fied into the following three cate-
gories:

Frequency Distortion. This refers
to the change from normal ampli-
tude of a component of a complex
waveform. Resonant networks or
selective filters created by a combi-
nation of reactive components
(resonant networks and selective
filters in amplifier circuits) will
create peaks or dips in an otherwise
flat frequency response curve.

Non-linear Distortion. This refers
to a change in waveshape produced
by application of the waveshape to
non-linear components or elements
such as electron tubes, an iron core
transformer and in an extreme case,
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a deliberate non-linear circuit such
as a clipper network.

Delay or Phase Distortion. This
is distortion produced by a phase
shift between one or more compo-
nents of a complex waveform.

In actual practice, a reduction in
amplitude of a squarewave compo-
nent (sinusoidal harmonic) is
usually caused by a frequency selec-
tive network which includes capac-
ity, inductance or both. T h e
presence of C or L introduces a dif-
ference in phase angle between
components-creating phase distor-
tion, or delay distortion.

In squarewave testing of practical
circuitry, we will usually find that
the distorted squarewave includes a
combination of amplitude and phase
distortion clues.

If we apply squarewaves to a
typical wideband amplifier, we find
the check accurately reveals many
distortion characteristics of the
circuit.

As indicated in Fig. 2, the ampli-
fier response was poor at low fre-
quencies along with overcompen-
sated high frequency boost.

A 100Hz squarewave applied to
the input of this amplifier will ap-

pear as in Fig. 3A. This illustration
indicates satisfactory medium fre-
quency response (approx. 1kHz to
2kH,z) but shows poor low fre-
quency response. In Fig. 3B, a
1 kHz squarewave was applied to
the input of the same amplifier.
This figure displays good frequency
response in the region of 1 kHz to
4kHz but clearly reveals the over-
compensation at the higher 10kHz
region by the sharp rise at the top
of the leading edge of the square -
wave.

As a rule of thumb, it can be
safely said that a squarewave can
be used to reveal response and
phase relationships up to the 15th
or 20th odd harmonic or up to ap-
proximately 40 times the square -
wave fundamental. Wide band
circuitry will require at least a two -
frequency check to analyze the
complete spectrum properly. In the
case illustrated in Fig. 2, a 100Hz
squarewave will encompass compo-
nents up to about 4kHz. To analyze
above 4kHz and beyond 10kHz a
1 kHz squarewave would be satis-
factory.

The region between 100Hz and
4kHz (Fig. 2) shows a rise from

Fig. 5-Graphical
development of
a similarly tilted
squarewave Fx3
out of phase
(lead).

poor low frequency response to a
flattening out from between 1kHz
and 4kHz. Therefore we can expect
the higher frequency components in
the 100Hz squarewave will be rel-
atively normal in amplitude and
phase but the lower frequency com-
ponents in this same squarewave
will be strongly modified by the
poor low frequency response of this
amplifier (see Fig. 3A).

If the combination of elements
in this amplifier were such as to
only depress the low frequency com-
ponents in the squarewave, a curve
similar to that shown in Fig. 4
would be obtained. Reduction in
amplitude of a component as al-
ready noted, however, is usually
caused by a reactive element which
results, in turn, to a phase shift of
the component, producing the
strong tilt shown in Fig. 3A. The
graphical development of a simi-
larly tilted squarewave is shown in
Fig. 5. The tilt is seen to be caused
by the strong influence of the phase -
shifted 3rd harmonic. It also be-
comes evident that very slight shifts
in phase are revealed by tilt in the
squarewave. An up -coming article
will explore this subject further.
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Detecting Phase Shift

Fig. 6-In-phase (or 180deg out of phase) no Fig. 7-Phase shift no overload distortion.
overload distortion.

Fig. 8-In phase and overload distort:on. Fig. 9-Phase shift and overload distortion.

A

D

B C

F

G H

. J

Fig. 10 (A)-Frequency distortion (amplitude reduction of low frequency component) no phase
shift. (B)-Low frequency boost (accentuated fundamental). (C)-High frequency loss-No phase
shift. (D)-Low frequency phase shift. (E)-Low frequency loss and phase shift. (F)-High fre-
quency loss and low frequency phase shift. (G)-High frequency loss and phase shift. (H)-Damped
oscillation. (I)-Low frequency phase shift (trace thickened by hum -voltage).

1. Set the sine output of the
generator to the desired frequency.

2. Set the LEVEL control to
maximum position and apply the
output directly to the vertical plates
of a scope.

3. Construct a simple resistive
voltage divider by connecting a 2K
pot across the generator output.
Feed the voltage developed across
the arm of the pot and ground to
the input of the amplifier being
checked. (Set the pot for mini-
mum voltage consistent with a size -

Jackson Model 605D audio sineisquarewave
oscillator.

JACKSON MODEL 605D

FREQUENCY RANGE:
20Hz-200kHz in 4 ranges
CALIBRATION ACCURACY:
3% or 1Hz whichever comes first
OUTPUT VOLTAGE:
Cathode follower, continuously variable
Sinewave 0 to 5.0 RMS volts, squarewave 20mv
to 7.0 P -P

OUTPUT LEVEL CHARACTERISTICS:
1db over full range
HUM LEVEL:
Down more than 50db at all output levels
SINEWAVE:
Less than 1% distortion
SQUARE WAVE RISE TIME:
Less than 0.24
SQUAREWAVE TILT:
5% at 60Hz, less than 1% above 200Hz
7SsIE:x

WEIGHT:
Vs X 103/4 in.

14 lb
PRICE:
$144.95
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able scope pattern.) The ampli-
fier output is fed directly to the
horizontal plates of the scope.
The resulting scope waveform
will display an elliptical form
if phase distortion exists in the
amplifier at the test frequency.
The degree of phase shift is of
course indicated by the shape of the
elliptical pattern. (Top or bottom
flattening of the elliptical shape
indicates overloading produced by
excessive input to the amplifier.)
If overloading does occur, set the
pot to a lower level (see Fig. 6
to 9).

Hewlett-Packard Model 200CD wide range
oscillator.

MODEL 200CD
HEWLETT-PACKARD
FREQUENCY RANGE:
5Hz-600kHz in 5 ranges
ACCURACY:
-±2% including calibration error, warmup,
changes caused by aging of components, tubes,
etc.
DIAL:
6in dia calibrated over 300 deg of arc. 85 divi-
sions. Total scale length, 78 in.
FREQUENCY RESPONSE:
-±-1db entire frequency range (reference 1kHz)
OUTPUT:
160mw (10v) into 600 2 rated load, 20v open
circuit
OUTPUT BALANCE:
Better than 0.1% at lower frequencies and
1% at higher frequencies
INTERNAL IMPEDANCE:
600 !!. Output is balanced to ground for zero
attenuation. (May be operated with one side
grounded if desired.)
DISTORTION:
0.2% from 20Hz to 200kHz; 0.5% from 5Hz
to 20Hz and from 200kHz to 600kHz
HUM VOLTAGE:
Less than 0.1% of rated output, decreases
as output is attenuated
POWER:
115/230v ±10%, 50Hz-1kHz 90w
SIZE:
738 x 111/2 x 143/8
PRICE:
$225

Speaker Checks

The sinewave generator becomes
useful when applied to correct the
usual mis-match between speaker
and the speaker enclosure itself.

The "boomy" bass response of
commercial speaker enclosure com-
binations can be transformed into a
smooth natural response.

A bass reflex speaker system
may be checked as follows:

1. Connect the variable sine
output of the generator in series
with a loon resistor to the speaker
voice coil.

Eico Model 377 sine/ squarewave generator.

EICO MODEL 377

FREQUENCY RANGE:
Sinewave 20-200kHz in 4 bands
Squarewave 60-50kHz (5% tilt at 60Hz, 5%
rounding at 50kHz)
CALIBRATION ACCURACY:
±3% or 1Hz whichever is greater
FREQUENCY RESPONSE:
-±-1.5db, 60-150kHz
OUTPUT VOLTAGE:
10v across 1K rated load (100mw), drops
8v across 500 1!, rises to 14v across 10K
higher
DISTORTION:
Less than 1%
HUM:
Less than 0.4% of rated output
SIZE:
(HWD) 71/8 x 111/a X 75/8 in.
WEIGHT:
13 lb
PRICE:
Kit $39.95 Wired $54.95

to
Or

2. Connect an ac voltmeter or
scope across the speaker voice coil.

3. Determine the low frequency
resonant peaks in the system by
noting peak voltmeter readings.
The frequency of these peaks will
vary with the size of the speaker
and cabinet but should occur in
the region between 40 and 150Hz.
In a properly tuned system the two
peaks should be rather broad and
of approximately the same ampli-
tude. If one of the peaks is
greater than the other, try damp-
ing the port with additional layers
of grill cloth. 

Precision Model E.310 sine/ squarewave signal
generator.

PRECISION MODEL E-310

FREQJENCY RANGE:
Sine and squarewaves 5Hz-600kHz in 5 bands
OUTPUT LEVEL
Withii ± 1db band to band
DISTORTION:
Less than 1% from 5kHz to 600kHz
CALIBRATION ACCURACY:

2% from 50Hz to 600kHz 2:.1Hz from
5Hz to 50Hz
DIAL:
6in. with 12-1 gear drive ratio provides a

scale length of 7ft over the 5 bands
OUTPUT LEVEL:
Sinewave 10v RMS into 600 2
Squarewave 10v P -P, 4 position step atten-
uator and continuous amplitude control
SQUAREWAVE RISE TIME:
0.2o.ec
SIZE:
111/2 x 9 x 111/4.
WEIGHT:
24 lb

$199.95

SUPPLY VOLTAGE:
117vac 50/60Hz standard 220vac 50-60vac
50-60Hz available
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DISCRIMINATOR
TRANSFORMER T203r

I.

4.
Vze

8

Fig. 2-The last pair of transistors in the IF
section of the integrated circuit function in
the same manner as the first pair of transistors.

III The previous article in this series
explained how a temperature -com-
pensated, voltage -regulating transis-
tor (Q9) is used in integrated circuit,
IC201, to provide a nearly constant
supply voltage to the first five am-
plifier stages. These stages contain
still another circuit to improve their
stability further.

A Negative Feedback Circuit
A resistor (R15) couples the base

of transistor Q2 to the emitter of
transistor Q6 (Fig. 1). Since the
portion of the integrated circuit
shown in this figure is used to
amplify FM IF signals, the circuit
handles frequencies of around
4.5MHz. The 0.1,0 capacitor con-
nected to the base of transistor Q2
is, therefore, able to short these ac
signals to ground. The ac portion of
the transistor (Q6) emitter current
develops an ac voltage across resis-
tors R7 and R15, while virtually
none of this ac voltage appears at
the base of transistor Q2. If the
value of resistor R15 is sufficiently
large, it does not significantly re-
duce the ac voltage across resistor
R7.

If a temperature change or slight
production variance results in an
increased dc current, a larger dc
voltage drop will result across
resistor R7. This increases the for-
ward bias of transistor Q2, increas-
ing its collector current and the
current flow through resistor R2.

With a greater voltage drop across
that resistor, the base of transistor
Q3 becomes less positive and a
reduction occurs in its dc collector

The Thirteenth Article in a Continuing Series

Understand integrated circuits and most solid-state
electronic circuits will be easier to service

Semiconductors
current. This, in turn, results in
reduced current through transistor
Q4, increased current through
transistor 05 and a reduced dc cur-
rent through transistor Q6. The dc
voltage drop across resistor R7 is,

therefore, reduced and negative
feedback has taken place.

Transistors Q7 and Q8 function
(Fig. 2) in the same manner as
transistors Q1 and Q2 (described
with Fig. 5 in the July 1967 article).
A positive pulse applied to the base
of transistor Q7 causes that transis-
tor to conduct more current and
transistor Q8 to conduct less cur-
rent. This results in a reduced
voltage drop across the primary
winding of transformer T203, and

Fig. 3-A second vokage-regulating transistor
(Q10) is also used to bias a portion of the
integrated circuit.

INPUT
TRANSFORMER

T 201

4.5 MHz
INPUT I

-s-

01

R14

05

the winding becomes more positive.
This differential amplifier circuit

(Fig. 2) need not be balanced and
the increased current through tran-
sistor Q7 may not necessarily equal
the decreased current through tran-
sistor Q8. A 0.014 capacitor
shunts any of the resulting 4.5MHz
signal, which may otherwise be de-
veloped across the voltage source
(Vcc), to ground.

Transistor Q10 (Fig. 3) functions
in the same manner as transistor
Q9 (described with Fig. 13 of the
July 1967 article). Just as the
equivalent to the circuit containing
transistor Q9 (Fig. 4 of the pre-
vious article) is shown as Fig. 14

in that article, the equivalent to the

Vcc

08

DISCRIMINATOR
TRANSFORMER T203
r-.

11 13 E-ft-r1-I .

/ IN
01

010

D2

RIO D4= D3

R12 SRII

C3

CI
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from A to I
circuit containing transistor Q10
(Fig. 3) is shown in Fig. 4. Transis-
tor Q10 supplies a temperature -
compensated, virtually constant
voltage source to the base of transis-
tor Q5, the base of transistor Q8, a
secondary winding of transformer
T203 and resistor R14, which is
connected to a secondary winding
of transformer T201.

When no signal is induced into
the secondary winding of trans-
former T201, the base of transistor
Q1 has a 2.1v bias - there having
been an insignificant dc voltage
drop across the transformer's sec-
ondary winding and resistor R14.
The 4.5MHz signal induced in the
transformer's secondary winding

Fig. 4-The equivalent of a voltage -regulating
transistor is substituted for transistor Q10.

INPUT
TRANSFORMER

T 201

4.5 MHz I
INPUT

01

R14

05

01

R2 03

04

RIO

5 06

R4

05

R15

increases and decreases the transis-
tor's base bias at that frequency.

Specifications indicate that the
4.5MHz signal applied to terminal
1 of the integrated circuit (Fig. 4
of the July 1967 article) experiences
a gain of about 60db with a band-
width of 70 to 801(11z before it
leaves the circuit at terminal 5.

The frequency of the FM IF
signal, amplified in the first portion
of the integrated circuit, varies with
the audio signal it contains. This
varying IF signal is applied to the
primary winding of discriminator
transformer T203 (Fig. 3).

The Discriminator Transformer
When a transformer has a single

VCC

DISCRIMINATOR
TRANSFORMER T203

E-c
$-:- I

T_

4.

vs

Re

D431E 31ED3

=C2

,R12 Ri I

Yes

Fig. 1-Negative feedback improves the de
current stability of the first area of the int*.
grated circuit.

secondary winding, the voltages in
the two leads at the ends of the
winding (Fig. 5) are 180deg out of
phase - when one lead is positive,
the other is negative. If another
secondary winding is connected to
the first secondary winding (Fig. 6),
the voltages in the two leads con-
nected to the first secondary wind-
ing are still 180deg out of phase.
The voltage induced in the third
lead, however, need not have a fixed
phase relationship with the other
voltages. The phase of the voltage at
the third lead depends on how the
second coil is wound and the fre-
quency of the signal induced.

Some less experienced tech-
nicians may not be familiar with the

F:
Fig. 5-The voltages present at
the transformer's two secondary
leads are 'Indus out of phase.

=C3
-CI

0

F2

1D1

Fig. 6-The voltages present at two of the
transformer's secondary leads remain 180deg
out of phase, while the phase relationship of
the vo'tages present at the third lead varies
with the signal's frequency.
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Semiconductors ...
term "phase angle." This term is
used either to indicate portions of a
sinewave or to indicate the degree of
time lag between two sinewaves of
the same frequency.

Positive and negative changes of
voltage generally appear on the
screen of an oscilloscope as a sine -
wave - whether the signal observed
is from an ac power line or some
unmodulated RF source.

When a line is horizontal (zero
deg), it has no height (Fig. 7), and
the corresponding portion of the
sinewave (Fig. 8) is at zero voltage.
After rotating 45deg, the line has
risen slightly more than 70 percent
of its full height, and the correspond-
ing portion of the sinewave is
slightly more than 70 percent of its
maximum positive voltage. After
rotating 90deg, the line is at its full
height, and the corresponding por-
tion of the sinewave is at its peak
positive voltage. At 135deg, the line
is again only slightly more than 70
percent of its full height, and the
corresponding portion of the sine -
wave is slightly more than 70 per -

Fig. 7-The height of a rotating line corre-
sponds to the voltages that form a sinewave.

-Y

0

-r

cent of its maximum positive voltage.
At 180deg, the line is again hori-
zontal, and the corresponding por-
tion of the sinewave is at a zero
voltage. By the time the line has
rotated 225deg, it has dropped to
slightly more than 70 percent of its
length below the horizontal, and the
corresponding portion of the sine -
wave is slightly more than 70 per-
cent of its maximum negative
voltage. By the time the line has
rotated 270deg, it has dropped its
full length below the horizontal,
and the corresponding portion of the
sinewave is at its peak negative
voltage. After rotating 315deg, the
line is again slightly more than 70
percent of its full length below the
horizontal, and the voltage at the
corresponding portion of the sine -
wave has been reduced to about 70
percent of the maximum negative
voltage. When the line has rotated
360deg and has returned to its
initial horizontal position (zero deg),
it again has no height, and the
corresponding portion of the sine -
wave has returned to zero volts.

+Y

0 0in 0
it a) 2

-Y

4-7.1v
VIA R240

Fig. 8-A sinewave can
be divided into various
phase angles.

180°

0 0 0 by two capacitors.
1/4..4

" - 60°" " rf) o3r 0°

The number of times the line
rotates each second corresponds to
the frequency of the sinewave. If
two lines are rotating at the same
frequency, the angle between the
two rotating lines corresponds to
the angle between their two corres-
ponding sinewaves.

The Discriminator Circuit

The ac signal in the third lead in
the secondary of the discriminator
transformer (Fig. 9) is shorted to
ground by a 0.1,2f and a 0.014 ca-
pacitor. The discriminator trans-
former is designed in such a manner
that at 4.5MHz the voltages induced
across the grounded extra secondary
lead are 90deg out of phase with
the voltages induced across the
other two secondary leads.

For convenience, the first sec-
ondary of discriminator transformer
T203 is shown in Fig. 13 of this
article as coils 1 and 2 while the
second secondary is shown as coil
3. Curve A (Fig. 10) represents the
voltages induced across coil 2 at
4.5MHz while curve B represents

DISCRIMINATOR
TRANSFORMER T 203
I-

Fig. 9-The IF signal de-
veloped at the discrim-
inator transformer's third
lead is shorted to ground

C2 -

D3

C3

CI
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the voltages induced across coil 3
at the same frequency. Note that the
two curves are shown 90deg out of
phase. For convenience, we will as-
sume that the amplitude of the two
curves is the same. The voltage ap-
plied to the anode of diode D4 is
equal to the sum of the voltages de-
veloped across coils 2 and 3. Curve
C represents the sum of the two
curves (curve C = curve A +
curve B).

Curve D represents the voltages
developed across coil 1, while curve
E, like curve B (curve E = curve
B), represents the voltages de-
veloped across coil 3. The voltages
applied to the cathode of diode D3
is shown as curve F and is the sum
of the voltages developed across
coils 1 and 3 (curve F = curve D
+ curve E).

Curves C and F are of equal am-
plitude, and the same amount of
voltage is applied to both diodes.

From curves A and D (Fig. 10)
we see that the voltages developed
across coils 1 and 2 of the first
secondary are 180deg out of phase

Flu LIEV

101'

with each other, as in Fig. 6. The
voltages applied to diodes D4 and
D3, however, as can be seen from
curves C and F, are not 180deg out
of phase. They are instead 90deg
out of phase (0 = 90deg). The
voltages developed across coil 3
have resulted in a phase shift in the
voltages applied to the two diodes.

The curves in Fig. 11 show the
voltages developed across the same
coils (1, 2 and 3) at a frequency
below 4.5MHz. At this lower fre-
quency, the voltages developed
across coil 3 (curves B and E) are
not 90deg out of phase with the
voltages developed across coils 1

and 2. They are instead 18deg out
of phase with the voltages developed
across coil 2 (curve A) and 162deg
out of phase with the voltages de-
veloped across coil 1 (curve D). The
voltage applied to diode D4 at this
lower frequency is shown by curve
C in Fig. 11 (curve C = curve A
+ curve B). Curve C, as you may
know, was formed by adding the
amplitudes of curves A and B at
each point along their horizontal

axis and plotting the total amplitude
along corresponding points on an-
other horizontal axis. The amplitude
of curve C is greater at the lower
frequency (Fig. 11) than it was at
4.5MHz (Fig. 10) - although the
amplitude of curves A and B have
been the same at both frequencies.
The change in amplitude of curve
C has resulted merely from a change
in the phase angle between curves
A and B.

The voltages applied to diode D3
at this lower frequency are shown
by curve F in Fig. 11. The change
in the phase angle of the voltages
induced in coil 3 has reduced the
voltages represented by this curve
(F).

The voltages applied to diode D4
(represented by curve C) are 90deg
out of phase (0 = 90deg) with the
voltages applied to diode D3 (rep-
resented by curve F).

When the frequency of the IF
signal is greater than 4.5MHz, the
voltages induced across coil 3 have
still another phase relationship with
the voltages induced across coils 1

Fig. 10-Voltages induced in various por- Fig. 11-Voltages induced in various portions Fig. 12-Voltages induced in various portions
tions of the discriminator transformer at of the discriminator transformer at a fre- of the discriminator transformer at a frr
4.5MHz. quency below 4.5MHz. quency above 4.5MHz.
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Semiconductors ...
and 2 (Fig. 12). In this third ex-
ample, the voltages induced across
coil 3 (curve B) are 45deg out of
phase with the voltages induced
across coil 2 (curve A) and 135deg
out of phase with the voltages in-
duced across coil 1 (curve D). As a
result of this phase shift, larger volt-
ages are applied to diode D3 than
to diode D4 (amplitude of curve E
> amplitude of curve C).

Again, the voltages applied to
diode D4 are 90deg out of phase
(0 = 90 deg) with the voltages ap-
plied to diode D3. This phase re-
lationship is the same as those that
occurred at 4.5MHz and the other
lower frequency. The phase relation-
ship of the voltages applied to the
two diodes (0) will not change with
the frequency of the IF signal -
unless the frequency is one at which
the phase of the voltages induced
across coil 3 is the same as the
phase of those induced across coil
1 or 2. The frequency shift normally
experienced, however, is not great

enough to produce such a phase
shift in the discriminator coils used
in this circuit. The phase angle (0)
between the voltages applied to the
two diodes is instead dependent on
the relationship of the voltages in-
duced across coil 3 to the voltages
induced across coils 1 and 2. Curves
C and F are 90deg out of phase
(0 = 90deg) only when the am-
plitudes of curves B and E are the
same height as curves A and D.
(Curve B curve E, and the am-
plitude of curve A = amplitude of
curve D. 0 = 90deg when amplitude
of curve B = amplitude of curve
A = amplitude of curve D.) In the
next article of this series we will see
that, with the capacitors in the
detector circuit (Fig. 13), we need
not be concerned with the phase
angles of the voltages applied to
the diodes (D4 and D3).

Curves C and F, shown in Fig.
13, represent the voltages applied
to the two diodes (D4 and D5) at
4.5MHz (these curves are respec-

=C5

®
..--C2

C4

04 D3

RI2 RII

tively the same as curves C and F
in Fig. 10). On page 61 in the
August 1966 article of this series,
we observed that electrical currents
flow from negative to positive.
These currents can pass only from
the anode to the cathode of a diode.
Diode D4 in Fig. 13 will conduct
current only when postive voltages
are applied to its anode (as shown
in Fig. 3A on page 61 of the August
1966 article), and diode D3 will
conduct current only when negative
voltages are applied to its cathode
(as shown in Fig. 3B of the same
article).

Diode D4 (Fig. 13) is connected
in series with resistor R12, and
diode D3 is connected in series with
resistor R11. When capacitors Cl
and C2 are not connected in the
circuit, the current flowing through
the diodes will also flow through
the series resistors. Under these
conditions, the resulting voltage
drops across resistors R12 and R11
resemble curves G and I. Only posi-
tive half -cycles appear across re-
sistor R12, while only negative half -
cycles appear across resistor R11.
The resulting waveforms are the
same as those shown in Fig. 3 of
the August 1966 article.

The next article in this series will
describe capacitor time constants
and their effect on the waveforms
in the discriminator circuit. The
cascade amplifier, representing the
undiscussed portion of the integrated
circuit, IC201, will also be de -

0 scribed in detail. 

-C3 ®

CI

rb

Fig. 13-Voltages p
in an unbiased discriminator

circuit at 4.5MHZ.
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THE APPRENTICE AND THE PRO

A technician makes
his first house call

and learns how the
pros operate

Part two of a continuing series

 On a Monday morning, in the
early spring of 1962, Don Jackson,
the TV -radio apprentice, was on
the way to his first home -call, and
his teacher, Bob Morkin, a certified
technician and "pro," wasted no
time initiating Don to some of the
simple customer -relations principles
involved in making house calls. For
one thing, he was told to take off
his rubber overshoes at the front
door, leave them on the front porch
and wipe his shoes on the doormat.

"And remember one very impor-
tant thing, I'll do all the talking
while we're in the house," Bob
smiled. "Also, since we have a few
minutes before we arrive at our first
call, now's a good time to begin
learning some of the important
polices of our operation.

Learning the Ropes

"For example," Bob continued,
"there have been arguments in the
industry for years about 'home re-
pairs' versus 'shop repairs.' And our
company does not make major re-
pairs in the home. We don't replace
resistors, capacitors or other com-
ponents, except tubes, unless the set
is in warranty. In this case we do
install a few flybacks, yokes and
certain resistors and capacitors-
when the defective parts can be
iso'ated easily and installed quickly.
But on older sets, when more than
a tube is necessary, we take the
chassis to the shop. No technician
can do a good job repairing sets in
the home. You can't wait around in
the house while the set 'cooks' for
hours." Don was thoughtful as he

EIA Launches Training Program

Washington, May 16, 1967-TFe service committee of the
Electronic Industries Assoc. (EIA) launches a long-term program
in the areas of recruiting, training and upgrading electronics
technicians needed in ever increasing numbers by electronics
service -dealers.

This program is the latest phase in the association's long-
standing effort to provide adequate service support for the
complex electronic products used today and planned for the
future.

Operating under instructions from EIA's consumer products
division executive committee, the service committee outlined a
series of actions to be taken in the following areas:

1. Career guidance through brochures, films, exhibits,
lectures and every other form of communications to make
potential service personnel, and the people who counsel them
in the schools, aware of the ca-eer opportunities awaiting
them in the consumer -products service area of the electronics
field.

2. Vocational education upgrading to bring electronics
vocational education in this country up to the sophisticated
level demanded by the revolutionary technology now trans-
forming consumer electronics-via teacher institutes, corres-
pondence courses, bulletins, scholarships, etc.

3. Coordination with the service activities of manu-
facturers, distributors, dealers aid other interested industry
groups.

The service technician develooment program's basic team
will soon be expanded by the addition of an EIA staff specialist
in technical vocational education.
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began to realize how much there was
to learn about this business.

"Another thing," Bob said, as he
pushed on with the briefing, "the
boss is a stickler for methodical
procedures. You'll soon begin to
learn how to work without wasted
motions. And you'll learn that cer-
tain movements are made before
others. But, after a while, you'll
do it fast and automatically without
thinking about it.

"For instance, when we arrive at
the front door on this call, and after
you've removed your overshoes and
wiped your shoes, take the small
drop -cloth from the caddy and carry
it inside-rolled up. When you
arrive in the room where the set
is located, place the drop -cloth on
the floor-whether there's a rug on
the floor or not-and place it to

the right or left rear side of the set
about a foot from the wall. I'll put
the caddy on that drop -cloth a
second later. If you were alone,
you'd carry the caddy in one hand
and the small drop -cloth in the other
and you'd spread the cloth on the
floor with one hand and then set
the caddy on it.

"Then," Bob continued, "while
I switch the set on and take a look,
open the caddy and take out the
large drop -cloth and place it on top
of the open caddy. Depending on the
particular situation, you'll probably
help me move the set away from
the wall-and we'll turn it at an
angle to the right or left-depending
again on where the set is located
and its relationship to the caddy.

"After this, spread the big drop -
cloth on the floor back of the set,

get a IA in. hex -head wrench, a
Phillips screwdriver and a cheater
cord from the caddy and place them
side by side on the top -right corner
of the drop -cloth. Then you stand
near me on my left or right, depend-
ing on which way the set is turned.
You'll see what I mean after we get
the set away from the wall. What-
ever else I ask for after that, re-
move it from the caddy and hand
it to me. Thereafter, watch every
move I make-and keep your eyes
and ears open."

Don was going over every step
of the routine in his mind as Bob
had outlined it.

"Can you remember all that?"
Bob's voice interrupted Don's
thoughts.

"I've memorized every step of it,
I think," Don said, grinning with
confidence.

"OK. Here we are now," Bob
said, as he pulled the service truck
alongside the curb and parked in
front of the house.

Audio but No Picture

Everything went smoothly, ac-
cording to plan, and Bob had already
switched the TV set on. The screen
of the 21in. B/W console lit up with
a bright raster but no picture
showed. Bob switched the tuner to
all local channels and the screen was
the same. The audio seemed strong
on all channels as Bob turned up the
volume briefly and then backed it off
again. Then he switched the set off
and glanced at the service order
card. Following TROUBLE SYMPTOMS
printed on the card, he read: "good
audio but no picture."

He stepped to one side of the
set, removed the power cord from
the wall outlet and then the two
men, facing slightly forward, lifted
the set, moved it forward slightly
and turned it about 45deg to the
left. The right rear leg (viewed
from the back) was about 18in.
from the wall.

Don picked up the large drop -
cloth from the caddy, spread it on
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the floor back of the set and placed
the tools and cheater cord on the
right top corner of the drop -cloth.
He then stepped to the left.

Now Bob moved quickly behind
the set, picked up the hex -head
wrench and Don noted that the first
screw he removed from the set's
back cover was just below the ac
interlock. Bob then picked up the
Phillips -head screwdriver and re-
moved one of the eight screws hav-
ing captive washers that held the
back to the cabinet-the screw in
the top left corner. Don also noted
that Bob continued to remove the
screws in a counter -clockwise direc-
tion until the seventh screw, top
right, was removed. Then Bob's left
hand suddenly grasped the "bump"
on the back which covered the CRT
socket. He then removed the eighth
and last screw, the one at the top
center of the set's back. Suddenly
again, Bob's right hand relieved his
left hand which went quickly to the
interlock, pulled on it lightly and
the back came off. Bob then placed
the back against the wall out of the
way to the right. Don had noticed
by his wristwatch that Bob had re-
moved the TV's back in less than
one minute.

Bob then turned to Don and
whispered, "did you notice how
the back was removed?"

"Sure did," Don said.
"Remember the procedure and do

it the same way every time. The
screw at the top is removed last
to prevent the back from turning
to one side or dropping down and
cracking up something on the CRT
neck. Of course, you don't have to
worry too much about this on most
modern wide-angle, short -necked
CRTs-but you have to watch it
on some old sets," Bob said. "Be-
sides, if you remove the screws in
a regular way each time, you'll do
it faster after awhile."

"Now we'll see if we can fix this
set. We think the video output tube
is defective. This set uses ih of a
12AU7 as video output. Give me
a 12AU7, please," Bob said.

When the defective tube was re-
placed, the picture came in good.

"The mirror," Bob said.
Bob removed a pencil from his

shirt pocket and began to tap lightly
on one tube after another, watching
the screen in the mirror. The screen
flashed two or three times and Bob
said, "6AX4 please." Don removed
one from the caddy and handed it
to him.

Bob then showed Don how to
remove the front safety glass. He
then cleaned the CRT face and the
glass. Bob adjusted the vertical
height and linearity controls slightly.

Finally, Bob said, "I think that's
it. Now I want you to replace the
back on the set," and he removed
the cheater cord, rolled it up neatly,
picked up the mirror and placed
both in the caddy.

Don experienced some slight
difficulty with the interlock for a
moment but quickly replaced the
interlock screw, the
screw, then continued replacing the
other screws. When he had finished
he picked up the tools, rolled up the
large drop -cloth and placed every-
thing in the caddy. The two men then
moved the set back to its normal
position near the wall.

Bob Morkin explained to the lady -
of -the -house what had been done
to the set. Since this was a new,
first-time customer, he went into
details, explaining about the replaced
tubes, cleaning the screen and the
adjustments. He explained about the
service charge.

"The $5.95 charge for service,"
he said, "is our cost of providing
you with honest and efficient service.
It includes a portion of the rent and
electricity at the store. It includes a
portion of my salary, cost of oper-
ating the service truck, cost of tools
and many other necessary oper-
ating expenses. Our company makes
little or no profit on service calls
at the price we charge . . ."

The lady interrupted Bob and
asked, "What if one of the tubes
you replaced burns out?"

"If that happens within a 90 -day

period you get another tube free,"
Bob answered. "But don't misunder-
stand me," he added quickly. "The
tube. is free because the manufac-
turer gives us another if it fails
within the 90 -day period. But the
manufacturer won't pay us for put-
ting the tube in your set. The cost of
service remains the same. The
charge will be the same as it was
today."

The lady's brow puckered slightly,
but she smiled and said, "That
seems logical and fair, but why do
you need two technicians on a serv-
ice call?"

"Here it comes," Don thought,
"now Bob is stuck!" But Don under-
rated Bob's human -relations and
business know-how.

"We don't need two men," Bob
said quickly. "Don here," he said,
turning to me, "has studied TV serv-
icing for more than a year in tech-
nical school but he is an apprentice

in training. He's like
an intern-a doctor in training at a
hospital. It will be three or four
years before he'll be allowed to make
a service call alone and be entrusted
with the responsibility of repairing
your TV or Hi FL Our company
pays him a salary for doing other
work around the shop-but none
of his salary comes from service -
call charges."

Bob gave the set owner the two
old tubes explaining that one of
them, the 6AX4, would probably
test OK on a "drug -store" tube
tester but it had a defect and was re-
placed before it broke down and
caused another service charge. He
also explained that a TV set-any
TV set-could break down without
warning at any time.

The two men left the house and
entered the service truck. Bob Mor-
kin called the shop on the two-way
radio and recorded two calls for the
afternoon. Then the truck took off
eastward across town to the next
service call on the list. Bob and Don
had been in the house a full half
hour. Alone, the call would have
taken Bob only about 20 minutes. 
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An Extraordinary Offer
to introduce you to the benefits of Membership in

ELECTRONIC TECHNICIAN'S BOOK CLUB

for a limited time only you can obtain
ALL THREE of these unique books (Combined List Price $20.85)

yours for only
$199 ... with Trial Club Membership

May we send you these three unique
timesavers as part of an unusual

offer of a Trial Membership in Elec-
tronic Technician's Book Club?

Ten -Minute Test Techniques

Now you can have at your fingertips,
this brand-new book, especially written
for service technicians, outlining simple
troubleshooting procedures that can be
applied to any type of electronic circuit.

Without delving into involved theoret-
ical discussions, this practical new hand-
book describes how trouble in any piece
of electronic equipment may be pin-
pointed quickly and easily. Especially
written for practicing technicians by an
accomplished and well known author,
the book approaches circuit troubleshoot-
ing from a new and unique slant-that
every circuit is basically either an ampli-
fier or a rectifier which can be easily
tested and analyzed using simple servic-
ing procedures.

Step-by-step techniques are outlined for
pinpointing troubles to a specific improper
stage, and then to the defective compo-
nent itself, using a minimum amount of
test equipment. Profusely illustrated, the
content describes several specific trouble-
shooting methods which can be used to
analyze the performance of various types
of circuits-tube or transistor-in any
kind of equipment. Contains just the
kind of practical, down-to-earth infor-
mation you can immediately put to use
in your everyday service work! Many
invaluable "Time and Temper Savers"
are included, offering shortcuts and prac-
tical hints which will increase your serv-
icing efficiency and cut down on trouble-
shooting time.
TEN-MINUTE TEST TECHNIQUES
for Electronic Servicing contains 8 BIG
CHAPTERS - 38 separate subject head-
ings. Includes the type of practical serv-
icing data every electronic technician
should have. Truly an authoritative serv-
icing guide which will help you solve
"tough -dog" troubles fast and eliminate
costly call-backs.
Chapter titles are: Fundamentals of
Troubleshooting; Power Supplies; Filters,

Bleeders, and Regulators; Special Pur-
pose Power Supplies; Basic Amplifier
Tests; Amplifier Tests with Scope; Basic
Oscillator Tests; Special Amplifiers and
Transmitters

Servicing TV Receiver Circuits

Contains the TV service data most
needed for troubleshooting both mono-
chrome and color receivers. Selected by
the Editorial Staff of "Electronic Tech-
nician," this brand-new volume contains
just the kind of practical down-to-earth
information you can use in your every-
day service work. The material-written
by nearly a dozen of the leading experts
in the field-is based on articles which
originally appeared in "Electronic Tech-
nician." Edited and arranged to provide
a quick and easy reference, emphasis has
been placed on the practical information
you can use in home or at the service
bench.

Detailed, Practical Help

This detailed compilation of practical
help is the answer to the need for an
organized gathering of proven troubles
and cures that will help you locate and
correct the most elusive TV circuit faults.
This practical information will help you
solve your daily servicing problems . . .

will save you hours of time and effort.
These accurate and clear servicing de-
scriptions are supplemented by scores of
easy -to -follow schematic diagrams and
illustrations.

While no one book is a cure-all for TV
troubles, Servicing TV Receiver Circuits
comes about as close as you can get.
Every chapter follows the time -proven
methods of experienced troubleshooters-
analyzing circuit performance and apply-
ing logical and efficient test procedures.
Numerous example troubles are cited to
help you solve "tough -dog" problems.

Special Color Section

More than half the content is devoted
to color, and includes the practical back-
ground theory needed to troubleshoot and
repair today's complex color TV re-
ceivers. A full 10 Chapters are devoted
to step-by-step color TV servicing tech -

Literally scores of easy -to -use schematic di
agrams are contained in all these new books
(Example shown greatly reduced in size)

niques, complete with test procedures,
waveform photos, and trouble -correction
techniques. While experience is the best
teacher, an occasional re -reading of a
Chapter or two when you're faced with
a "tough -dog" set will make this book
invaluable to you in servicing TV re-
ceivers.

TV Troubleshooter's Handbook

Here are helpful techniques which are
a complete digest of late -model TV re-
ceiver troubles and cures, compiled strict-
ly on the basis of their usefulness to you!

This practical compilation of servicing
help contains data on new and unusual
circuits and descriptions of how they
work, field and factory changes, recur-
ring defects, etc.

These accurate and clear servicing de-
scriptions are supplemented by over 175
easy -to -follow schematic diagrams and
illustrations. For ease of use, all troubles
have been logically organized by manu-
facturer and model number.

A Special Section on color TV de-
scribes recurring defects and cures, and
includes service hints for troubleshooting
chroma circuits, short cuts for making
convergence adjustments, descriptions of
new circuits, etc.

Ten -Minute Test Techniques, Serv-
icing TV Receiver Circuits and TV
Troubleshooter's Handbook are hand-
some, hardbound books, indicative of
the many other fine offerings made to
Members . . . important books to read
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176 pages  125 illus.
 BRAND-NEW & Original

 38 Subject Hecdings
 Permanent, Hardbound Volume

and keep . . . volumes with your spe-
cialized interests in mind.

How You Profit From Club Membership

This is just a sample of the help and
generous savings the Club offers you.
For here is a Club devoted exclusively
to seeking out only those titles of interest
to you as an electronic technician (no
hobby or "fringe" books are offered).
Membership in the Club offers you sev-
eral advantages:

1. Charter Bonus: Ten -Minute Test
Techniques, Servicing TV Receiver Cir-
cuits and TV Troubleshooter's Hand-
book carry publisher's retail price of
$20.85. But they can be yours for only
$1.99 with your Trial Membership.

2. Continuous Savings: The Club guar-
antees to save you 15% to 75% on the
books you need.

3. Editorial Advisory Services: 'I he
Club's Editorial Advisory Board selects
only the important books of direct inter-
est to you.

4. Wide Selection: Members are an-
nually offered over 50 of the authorita-
tive books on all phases of electronic
servicing. The Club makes it a point
to offer new books, along with standard
classics . . . lists books from all pub-
lishers - not just one or two.
5. Prevents You From Missing New
Books: The Club's FREE monthly News
gives you advance notice of important
new books . . . books vital to your con-
tinued professional advancement.

This extraordinary offer is intended to
prove to you, through your own experi-
ence, that these very real advantages
can be yours . . . that it is possible to
keep up with the professional literature

 224 pages
 Special Color Section

 .74 FACT -FILLED Chapters
 Permanent, Hardboard Volume

published in your specific area of inter-
est . . . and to save substantially while
so doing.

How the Club Works

Forthcoming selections are described
in the FREE monthly Club News. Thus,
you are among the first to know about,
and to own if you desire, significant
books. You choose only the main or
alternate selection you want (or advise
if you wish no book at all) by means
of a handy form and return envelope
enclosed with the News. As part of
your Trial Membership, you need pur-
chase as few as four books during the
coming 12 months. You would prob-
ably buy at least this many anyway . .

without the substantial savings offered
through Club Membership.

Limited Time Offer!

Here, then, is an interesting oppor-
tunity to enroll on a trial basis . . . to
prove to yourself, in a short time, the
advantages of belonging to the only Book
Club devoted exclusively to electronic
servicing. We urge you, if this unique
offer is appealing, to act promptly, for
we've reserved only a limited number of
Handbooks for new Members.

To start your Membership on these
attractive terms, simply fill out and mail
the postage -paid Airmail card today.
You will ieceive Ten -Minute Test Tech-
niques, Servicing TV Receiver Circuits
and TV Troubleshooter's Handbook for
10 -day inspection. SEND NO MONEY!
If you are not delighted with these
quality hardbound books, return them
within 10 days and your Trial Mem-
bership will be cancelled without cost or
obligation. Electronic Technician's Book
Club, Drawer D, Thurmont, Md. 21788.

TV
-ROLIBLESHOOTERS

HANDBOOK

 192 pages
 Special Color Sections

 Permanent, Hardboard Volume
 0-er 350 solutions to ''tough dog" problems

 Over 125 schematic diagrams 6 illustrations

Typical Savings Offered Club
Members on Recent Selections

Elementary Industrial Electronics,
Pub. pr. $9.00; Club pr. $6.95

Radio Operating Q & A,
Pub. pr. $8.25; Club pr. $6.95

Logical Electronic Troubleshooting,
Pub. pr. $5.95; Club pr. $3.95

Repairing Transistor Radios,
Pub. pr. $6.50; Club pr. $3.50

Pinpoint TV Troubles in ,0 Minutes,
Pub. pr. $6.95; Club pr. $4.95

Transistors: Principles & Applications,
Pub. pr. $6.95, Club pr. $3.95

Practical Oscilloscope Handbook,
Pub. pr. $6.95, Club pr. $4.95

CATV System Engineering,
Pub. pr. $12.95, Club pr. $7.95

TV Troubleshooting & Repair,
Pub. pr. $6.95, Club pr. $3.95

Advanced Servicing Techniques, Vol. 1,
Pub. pr. $8.25, Club pr. $5.95

Repairing Home Audio Systems,
Pub. pr. $7.25, Club pr. $5.95

Reference Data for Radio Engineers,
Pub. pr. $6.00, Club pr. $5.00

Fundamentals of Transistors,
Pub. pr. $12.00, Club pr. $9.95

Basic Mathematics for Electronics,
Pub. pr. $10.75, Club pr. $8.50

Technical Television,
Pub. pr. $14.65, Club pr. $5.95

Profitable Television Troubleshooting,
Pub. pr. $7.95, Club pr. $5.95

Electronic Troubleshooting,
Pub. pr. $12.50, Club pr. $9.95

Color Television Fundamentals,
Pub. pr. $10.95, Club pr. $7.95

Advanced Servicing Techniques, Vol. 2,
Pub. pr. 5.95, Club pr. $4.75

TV Techmatics '65, '66, '67 (each 2 vols.)
Pub. pr. $19.90, Club pr. $13.50 each

Basic Radio Repair,
Pub. pr. $5.95, Club pr. $4.75

SENDNO MONEY! Simply fill in and mail postage-paid Airmail card today!

... for more details circle 133 on postcard
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A NEW
TUNER CLEANER

FORMULATED
FOR TV-TUNERS
USING NUVISTORS &

TRANSISTORS

NO TUNER DRIFT

CAT. NO.

800
$198
DEALER

NET

Nuvistors and Transistors are highly
sensitive to drift from ingredients
in most ordinary TV tuner cleaners.
Drift has been found to cause call
backs and expensive tuner repairs.
For over 18 months CHEMTRONICS
has been formulating and testing
this new cleaner in both the lab
and field. Under the most critical
test, there has been NO DRIFT on
scope patterns. We invite you to try
this test yourself.

SUPER
FROST AID

Cools Faster  Leaves
No Liquid Residue

SUPER FROSTAID is a faster
circuit freezer designed to
locate intermittent compon-
ents . . . without leaving a
liauid residue.

BROOKLYN
N. Y. 11236

. . . for more details circle 109 on postcard
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. . . The Easy Way

continued from page 48

amount of positive delayed AGC

voltage fed to the tuner and this is

controlled by the 2nd IF collector

current. Bending of vertical lines

usually indicates an overload condi-

tion. Check the AGC control for

proper adjustment and then check

AGC circuit voltages - following

manufacturers'
service notes. Pay

special attention to sync and keying

pulses from the flyback. Scope

checks here will speed your work in

locating faults.
The vertical output stages on

some solid-state TVs have a bias
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control that must be set in conjunc-

tion with the height and linearity

controls. Check
manufacturers' serv-

ice manuals when adjusting these

controls. In this set, the vertical

oscillator will lock at 30Hz instead

of 60Hz if Y201 fails. This will

place the vertical blanking bar in

the center of the screen and also

cause the vertical hold to be very

soft.
Procedures for troubleshooting

the audio section of this set are the

same as for an FM transistor radio.

Signal injection works wonders.

Many TV manufacturers supply a

circuit template for rapid location of

components and test points (see Fig.

11). This, along with "roadmap-

Fig. 11-Circuit template is used to locate

components and test points quickly.

ping" which appears on the circuit

board, can speed your checking

processes.
When the problem is narrowed

down to a specific section of a set,

use an in-circuit transistor tester.

You can locate defective transistors

very quickly in this way. Although

we have been told to suspect transis-

tors last, our experience shows that

they should be checked first. We

find many shorted transistors - fo
whatever cause. And when a tran
sistor shorts, it almost always burn

up the emitter resistor.
One other thing to remember:

this set is operated on a 12v aut
power supply, high spike pulse

from the car altenator will fr

quently destroy the horizontal of

put transistor.
Don't fear these "little monster.

Know your solid-state circuits thf
oughly, know the precautions y
must take when troubleshooting 2

repairing them. You can then d
boldly into their "innards" and sc
become known as the solid-si

specialist in your area.
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One out of every five
professional servicemen

has switched to Amperex
TV replacement tubes

It takes a lot of quality to change the buying habits
of 200%o of the most knowledgeable technicians in
the business. These servicemen are following the
pattern set by the leading TV manufacturers, who are
designing more and more of their quality lines around
tubes originated by Amperex. The Amperex line of
popular types is expanding all the time. Look for the
green and yellow cartons at your distributor's or write:
Amperex Electronic Corp., Hicksville, L. I N.Y. 11802.

Amperex
TOMORROW'S THINKING IN TODAY'S PRODUCTS

... for more details circle 101 on postcard
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RCA'S NEW FIELD SERVICE GUIDE, ERT-200 helps you
make all adjustments on all RCA color sets from 1955
to 1966 that can be performed in the home ... including
step-by-step procedure for replacing a color picture tube.

WHAT THIS GUIDE CONTAINS:
 Schematics on all RCA color sets from 1955 to 1966
 Field service adjustments (AGC, linearity, centering, etc.
 Convergence, purity and black and white setup

adjustments
 Parts lists
 Wave forms keyed to test points for majority of chassis
 Top and rear chassis views
 Photos of typical receivers
 Index of models from CTC2 through CTC20
 Separate section on tuner schematics
 Separate section on remote tuner schematics

Amme. -3motomor

See your RCA Tube Distributor today and arrange to get your copy.

RCA Electronic Components and Devices. Harrison, N.J. 07029

Three part index lets you look up the set you are working on
by model number, name or chassis number. You'll find the
ERT-200 Field Service Guide indispensable. There's noth-
ing like it on house calls for RCA color sets.

FIELD -SERVICE GUIDE
RCA COLOR TV RECEIVERS
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